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Cyclotron Autoresonance Accelerator 
for Electron Beam Dry Scrubbing of Flue Gases 

April 1,1997 - December 3 1,2000 
DE-FG02-97-ER 12209 

SUMMARY OF RESEARCH RESULTS 

Experimental and theoretical work carried out under this grant embraced several 

interrelated subjects, all involving use of a cyclotron autoresonance accelerator (CARA). 
These subjects including the following: 

design and laboratory test of a CARA with specifications suitable for 
e-beam dry scrubbing of flue gases; 

analysis, design and laboratory test of a CARA for generation of 
seventh-harmonic radiation at 20 GHz, based on near-coincidental 
phasematching 

analysis, simulation, and design of a cavity CARA for generation of 
eighth-harmonic radiation at 91 GHZ, 

analysis, simulation, and design of a laser-driven CARA, dubbed 
MCARA, for high-gradient acceleration of electrons in a strong guide 
magnetic field; 

analysis and simulation of a low-frequency CARA for high-gradient 
acceleration of protons (or muons), using a cascade of resonant 
cavities; and 

analysis of parameters for an e-beam source suitable for remediation of 
S02, NO,, and particulates in emanations from coal-burning power 
plants. 

Archival publications resulted on all of these topics, save the last. Reprints of 

these publications are included at the end of this report. The main results of the 3-1/2 

year research program include: (i)  a deeper understanding of the microwave version of 

CARA itself; (ii) extensions of the CARA concept to higher (infrared) and lower 0 
fkquency drivers for acceleration of multi-MeV electron beams and protons, 
respectively; (iii) use of the gyrating electron beam produced in a microwave CARA in a 

high-harmonic generator of high-power coherent millimeter-wave power; and (iv) 
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improved understanding of parameters required for an electron-beam source to m o v e  

S02, NO,, and particulates in emanations fkom high-power coal-burning power plants. It 

can be seen that some of these topics were not anticipated when the original DOE grant 

proposal was written in 1996. But, as is not uncommon in basic research, serendipity 

intruded to cause discovery of unexpected phenomena invoking the CARA mechanism. 

Some of these topics have acquired independent status: the seventh- and eighth-harmonic 

generators and LACARA are themselves now subjects of DOE-fkded research projects. 

A summary follows of un-published findings regarding e-beam remediation of flue gas 

emissions. ’ 

Dose Requirements. Numerous published studies give a wide range of results on 

removal of SO2 and NO, from flue gases.’ Here, we cite briefly only representative data. 
A typical published report? describes tests using three 800 kV, 36 kW dc e-beam sources 

(108 kW total) irradiating the flue gas from a pilot-scale plant with flow rate of 12,000 

m3/hr. The results show that an absorbed dose of about 7 kGy is sufficient for removal of 

95% SO2 in a gas mixture with initial concentrations of 650-950 ppm SO2 and 150-230 

ppm NO, in the presence of ammonia at a gas temperature of 62-64 “C. The same dose 

resulted in removal of 95% NO, in a gas mixture with initial concentrations of 650-950 

ppm SO2 and 140-200 ppm NO,. Details as to variations with ammonia and water vapor 

concentration were not provided. More recently, tests in Chengdu, China3 have been 
reported on a demonstration plant with a flow rate of 300,000 m 3 h  using two 800 kV, 
320 kW dc e-beam sources (640 kW total). Here it is claimed that rn absorbed dose of 

3.2 kGy is sufficient to reduce SO2 concentration fkom 1800 ppm to 65 ppm, but NO, 

concentration is only reduced from 400 ppm to 320 ppm. Both ammonia and water vapor 

addition are used in the Chengdu tests. However, since a power deposition of 640 kW 

with a flow rate of 300,000 m3/hr (= 83 kg/sec) corresponds to a dose of 7.7 kGy; it 

appears that the efficiency of beam coupling to the flowing gas in the Chengdu tests is 

only about 42%. Uncertainty in required dose, a need for high beam coupling efficiency, 

’Environmental Applications of Ionizing Radiation, W. J. Cooper, R D. Curry, and K. E. O’Shea, 
eds. (John Wiley & Sons, Inc., New York, 1998). 
“Electron-Beam Technology for Purification of Flue Gas,” by I. Tokunaga, in ref 1 .  
personal communication, 2000. 3 
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and the desire to optimize removal of SO2 and NO, by control of thermal reactions (i.e., 

reactions that do not depend upon the e-beam at all), suggest that the dose be carefully 

optimized in concert with other parameters. Accordingly, the technical specifications we 

employ in the discussion that follows are for a range of parameters as embodied in two 

systems: one to deliver a dose of 8.6 kGy, the second to deliver a dose of 4.3 kGy. 

E-Beam Systems. Simple considerations suggest strongly that optimum e-beam sources 

for pollution remediation in flue gases should operate with beam energies that are 

sufficient to allow the beam to penetrate up to 10 m of flowing gas. This follows from 

the required dimensions of the exhaust flow channel for a Ml-scale plant. For example, a 

300 W e  power plant has an exhaust flow of about 280 m3/sec. If the flow speed is to 

not exceed 14-18 d s e c  (to maintain nearly laminar flow), and if the height of the flow 

c h e l  illuminated by the e-beam is not to exceed 2 m (larger windows may be 

impractical), it follows that the flow channel width must be 8-10 m. [Alternately, 

multiple flow channels can be used, but this may impose a restriction that not all power 

plant operators would wish to tolerate.] Penetration of 8 m of atmospheric pressure gas 

requires the energy of the e-beam to be about 1.6 MeV. For a dose of 8.6 kGy, the total 

required beam power is 2,400 kW, as can be delivered by six 400 kW e-beam sources? 

Another consideration is the volume of e-beam source equipment that must be installed 

within a biological shield. Typical volumes are -100 m 3 ~  for dc rectifier machines 

built for Ebara Corporation, -40 m3/MW for high-power transformer accelerator HPTA, 

but well below 20 m3MW for pulsed rf accelerators discussed here. The 1.2-2.5 MeV, 

20 kW ILU-6 rfaccelerator requires a 3~4x5 m interior space plus 180 m3 volume of 1.5 

m thick concrete! pulsed rfaccelerators require a small volume of x-ray shielding since 

elements of the system wherein high voltages andor high energy e-beams reside are 
smaller than for alternate technologies. But even beyond the volume requiring heavy 
shielding, a clear overhead height within the shield must be provided if the e-beam source 

?he dose level cited in this paragraph, and in what follows, assumes a wet air mass density value 
for the flue gas of 1.0 kg/m3. This value is accurate for an air temperature of about 60 OC, but 
must be corrected for other gas conditions. Dose values cited in this report may require 
correction by dividing the cited value by the actual gas density in kg/m3. It is further assumed 
that the e-beam is totally stopped within the flue gas, thus giving up all its energy. 
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operates using an insulating gas, such as SF6. In such a case the pressure tank enclosing 

the high-voltage components must be installed with sufficient overhead height to allow 

hoisting the tank fiom above for maintenance. This could easily double the volume of 

the shield, with a concomitant increase in capital cost. If, for comparison, one uses 200 

m3/MW for the size of Ebara machines and 20 m3/MW for pulsed rf accelerators, the 

interior volume requiring biological shielding for a 300 MWe power plant would be 

about 480 m3 for Ebara machines and 48 m3 for pulsed rf accelerators? Realistic costs 

for e-beam systems must include the e-beam system itself, plus all ancillary shielding 

structures required. Taken together, these considerations lead to a set of parameters 

given in Table I for e-beam irradiation of flue gas mixtures for optimum removal of SO2 
and NO,. The parameters shown result fiom normalization, so as to apply to an 

“equivalent 100 MWe plant.” Use of this unit plant proves convenient for estimations 

applying to plants of different generation capacity: for example 50-100 MWe for a 

typical industrial demonstration project, 300 MWe for a medium-sized modern plant, and 

600 MWe (or larger) for a large-sized modern plant. The parameters in Table I are for a 

pulsed e-beam source since high wall-plug efficiency at high-power requires pulsed 

operation (do% is anticipated). Moreover, pulsed operation leads to e-beam current 

densities that are higher (for the same irradiation geometry) by the reciprocal of the duty 

fxtor, as compared with dc current densities at the same beam power. For example, for a 

pulsed system with 4% duty factor, the current density would be 25 times higher than for 

an equal power de e-beam. This could be significant since it has been suggested that high 
current density might lead to lower dose for a given degree of SO2 removal. The current 

density value of 4 mA/cm2 shown in Table I is arrived at by assuming that the 6.25 A e- 

beam is fanned out uniformly to illuminate the full 7.8 cm x 200 cm = 0.156 m2 area of 

the window. Alternatively, the beam can be expanded to an area occupying about 7.8 cm 

x 7.8 cm, and scanned at a 2.5 kJ3z rate along the window; in this case, the instantaneous 

current density would be about 100 Wan2. Wide flexibility in optimization of current 

, density is inherent in the design approach described. The configuration for illumination 

’For 2 MeV x-rays at normal incidence, 100 cm of Barytes concrete yields a transmission factor 
of l.lxlU’, while an additional 10 cm of lead decreases this to 3.8xlO-’’. 
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of the flue gas channel uses two e-beam sources injected symmetrically from opposite 

sides of the channel at an angle of 37.6' with respect to the flow direction. The width of 

the flow channel and the angle of the injected e-beam would vary with the size of the 

power plant. Replication of this configuration, either along the streaming direction or' 
stacked vertically, would allow compact installation of several 400 kW individual e-beam 

sources. Six such sources could deliver a dose of 8.7 kGy to the flue gas discharge fiom 

a 300 W e  power plant. For 600 kW sources, only four machines would be required for 

a 300 MWe plant; or only eight for a 600 MWe plant, with a dose of 8.7 kGy. Should a 

dose of 4.3 kGy prove adequate, half these numbers of e-beam sources would be 

required. 

Table I. Nominal parameters of e-beam system for equivalent 100 W e  plant. 
~~~ _____ 

flue gas flow 330,000 m 3 b  = 92.6 m3/sec = 92 kg/sec = &f 
flue gas composition 1800 ppm S02,400 ppm NO, 
e-beam average power 2x400 kW pulsed, @ 1.6 MeV = 800 kW = 7 
e-beam peak power, current P = 10 MW, I = 6.25 A 
range of e-beam A = 820 cm, for p = 1x10" gm/cm3 
maximum dose D = P/&f = 8.7 kGy (assuming full beam stopping) 
pulse width, rep rate, duty 200 p c ,  200 Hz, 4.0% 
flow channel dimensions height H = 2 m, width W =  5 m 
flow velacity v = 9.26 d s e c  
e-beam injection angle 8 = sin-'(500/820) = 37.6 deg fiom flow direction 
e-beam width and area w = 7.8 cm, A = Hi<w = 0.156 m2 
flue gas exposure time z = w/vsinO = 12.5 msec = 2.5 x pulse period 
e-beam peak current density j = I / A  =4 mA/cm* 
current density for dc beam 0.16 &ern2 

Magnicon-Driven RF Pulsed E-Beam Technology. Major elements in the e-beam 

system include the rf source (magnicon) rf accelerator, beam window and associated 

fdscan system, power supply to drive the rf source, and the controlhterlock system. 

The magnicon and accelerator embody features that allow the e-beam system to achieve 

high average power, high wall-plug efficiency, and adjustable current density, with a 
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relatively small volume of equipment requiring biological shielding. The conventional 

source used in most rf accelerators is the klystron, a linear beam amplifier that has 
enjoyed more than 50 years of development and production since its introduction into 

radar systems during World War 11. Commercially-available klystrons can furnish 

average power outputs as high as 1 MW in the frequency range of interest for 

accelerators for pollution remediation, but with efficiency values no higher than about 

60%. Motivation for seeking an alternative rf source is in the possibility of high average 

power output h m  a single tube, in a device significantly shorter than an equivalent 

klystron, with efficiency above 70%, and with moderate cost. These virtues are shared 

by a microwave amplifier called the magnicon, a scanning-beam device developed at the 

Budker Institute of Nuclear Physics (BINP), in Novosibirsk, Russia. Magnicons have a 

further advantage over klystrons, in that they require no high-power circulator to absorb 
power that is inevitably reflected h m  the acceleratoq this represents a significant 

savings in cost and size for a magnicon-driven system. The first magnicon, built to 

operate at 900 MHz, has an efficiency of 73%, and has been in continuous operation 

since 1985. Based on the same principle, magnicons at 7, 1 1, and 34 GHz have been 
designed and built, with the first of these producing peak output power of 56 MW with an 

efficiency of 56%. These magnicons have been designed and built by three former BINP 
scientists, including the group leader, who are Yale University Research Affiliates. The 

11 GHz magnicon is undergoing final Commissioning tests at Naval Research Laboratory 
in Washington, DC, under a Cooperative R&D Agreement that was funded by US 
Department of Energy (DOE). DOE has also funded a program to design a 1.3 GHz 

magnicon that meets the specifications for driving TESLA, a large superconducting 

accelerator planned for operation at Deutsches Electronen Synchrotron (DESY), 

Hamburg, Germany. TESLA requirements are for 10 MW peak power, 200 kW average 

power, and efficiency greater than 70%. Such specifications are similar to those for the 

rf source for a 1-10 MeV accelerator for pollution remediation (but with half the average 

output power), and well surpass specifications of commercial klystrons. Operation of 

magnicons at average output power levels up to one MW should be possible, as this 
would require mainly a change in the beam collector design for the magnicon. Indeed, 

multi-MW-level beam collectors have been successfully used on klystrons and gyrotrons. 
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RF Accelerator. Since high wall-plug efficiency is required, the accelerator structure is 

designed so that significant reflection losses will only occur at the rise and fall of the rf 

pulse; then beam loading of the structure will dominate greatly over ohmic wall losses. 

Modern design tools available allow design and development of a modified linac 

standing-wave structure for high efficiency (>90%) operation. This low-loss structure 

could be designed to accelerate a beam up to 10 MeV with an average current of about 20 

mA or, at higher current and the same incident rfpower, to yield an e-beam of lower 

energy, down to 1 MeV with 200 mA average current? Specifications such as these 
cannot be obtained with CARA without use of an impractically high voltage injected 

beam. With a design pulse width of 200 p e c  and a pulse repetition frequency (pf i  of 

100 Hz, the duty factor would be 2%. Higher average power would be achieved by 

increasing the duty factor to 4% (400 kw), thence to 6% (600 kw), through increasing 

the prfto 200 and 300 Hz. The main changes as the average power rises would be in the 
power supply and beam collector. This approach allows a single basic accelerator design 

to be universal. Its design would be easily modified to deliver a desired beam energy and 

dose in the 1-10 MeV range, thereby making the technology applicable applications 

beyond flue gas cleanup, such as sterilization of medical goods, pasteurization of 

foodstuffs, and cleanup of liquid and solid waste streams of variable composition. Other 

components of the e-beam system include the modulator (power supply), the control 

system, and the e-beam window. The first two involve established technologies, so that 
little risk is associated with implementing their design for this application. The e-beam 

window is the most sensitive element in any e-beam system, and a pulsed rf system is no 

exception. However, for the system described, the risk with the e-beam window is 

reduced, as compared with a conventional dc system, since beam losses and shock 

heating in tbe window are lower (at the same beam power) for a 1.6 MeV beam as 
compared with a 800 keV beam. Only small risk is entailed in the development of the 

magnicon and the accelerator. This risk can be qualified by stating that little doubt exists 

that the system as described can be built, but a small probability does exists that the cost 

andor time needed for completion may exceed expectations. 

7Industrial use of an e-beam with energy above 10 MeV is usually prohibited, since nuclear 
activation must be avoided. 
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b' HIGH POWER 20 GHz RF SOURCE BASED ON 
SEVENTH HARMONIC CO-GENERATION* 

Changbiao Wang', J. L. Hirshfieldl*2, and A. K. Gangulyz 
'Physics Department, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut 06520-1820 

-mega-P, Inc., 202008 Yale Station, New Haven, Connecticut 06520 

Absrroct 2 PRINCIPLES OF CO-GENERATION AND 
MAXIMUM GYRATION RADIUS 

Co-generation can be understood by examining the 
cyclotron autoresonance condition that maintains electron 
synchronism with rf electric fields. The resonance 
condition for =sl mode at the sth harmonic is 

The I;En mode in cylindrical waveguide has its group 
velocity nearly equal to fiat of the T E ~ ~  mode when the 
operating wuency of the fomer is Seven times of that of 
the latter. nus the two modes have almost the 
resonant magnetic field, and coherent radiation can be 

s w = ~ o / r + c k z , s l &  or no =@Y(l-ns,&)s (1) generated at the 7th harmonic when the fundamental 
energizes a gyrating electron beam by the cyclotron 
aUtOreSOnanCe interaction. It is shown analytically that where 0 is the drive frequency, is the light speed in 
the electron's gyration radiu?, normalized to waveguide free space, y and p, are the electron's relativistic energy 
radius, must be less than 0.543 1 in the cyclotron factor and normalid velocity, the refractive index or 
autoresonance interaction. This analytical prediction is normalized group velocity for TEs, mode is 
well confirmed by computer simulations. For a 300 kV, n,, = k,,,,c/o with kz,s, the axial wave number, and the 
30 A Warm beam driven by 20 MW rf Power at 2.856 rest gyration frequency is RO = e%/% with e the 
GHz. simulations indicate that 7th harmonic power of UP electron's charge, % the electron's rest mass, and 4 the 
to 16 MW at 20 GHz can be obtained. axial magnetic field. For a waveguide radius of 3.3 cm 

and fundamental operation at 2.856 GHz, the refractive 
index "11 is 0.3605 and n72 is 0.3521, these differ by 
only 2.3%. From Eq. (1) we find the resonance magnetic 
fields for TEll and T h  modes are nearly identical. with 
difference of less than 1.3% for /3, =0.99, 0.5% for 
flS = 0.5, and 0.3% for B, = 0.3. Calculations indicates 
that TE13.3, lI$4,3, and Tk?&#?j are also of near- 
degenerate [4]. 

When an electron beam is pumped by drive power in the 
TEl1 mode, all electrons rapidly get phase-trapped and 
accelerated synchronously. At the same time, the beam 
begins to emit coherent radiation preferably into En 
mode, although m13.3, T44.5, and TE30.6 modes also 
have nearly equal resonant magnetic fields. This is 
because the larger the azimuthal mode index, the more the 
electric field distribution is concentrated in the region 
close to the waveguide wall. Radiation into higher modes 
decreases with increase in mode index. Moreover, higher 
harmonics are more sensitive to beam phase spread. 

A larger gyration radius is preferred for interaction with 
high harmonics, since high-order mode ficld distributions 
are closer to the waveguide wall. However, thc gyration 
radius is constrained by the synchronous condition Eq. (I), 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Gyroharmonic conversion 8s a process for efficient 
production of high-power radiation has been investigated 
and analyzed in a number of prior publications (1-41. 
Gyroharmonic conversion is a frequency-multipler 
concept, for which two approaches have been proposed. 
In the first ( 1.21, low frequency rf drive power is used to 
accelerate an electron beam using the TEll mode by 
CARA (cyclotron autoresonance acceleration) (5-81, and 
the beam is then allowed to selectively emit coherent 
radiation at a harmonic of the drive frequency in a 
converter section. To cause the accelerated beam from 

to fulfill both s,,nchronous and grazing conditions 
in the converter, a drift region is inserted (61, and the 
harmonic index is specified by proper choice of converter 
circuit parameters. The second approach to gyroharmonic 
conversion is co-generation [4], where the lowest mode 
with almost the same required resonant magnetic field as 
that of T.11 at the drive fiequency is the E 7 2  at the 7th 
harmonic, and transfer of drive power and generation of 
harmonic power occur in the self-same structure. The 
harmonic index is selected by the interaction mechanism, 
instead of only by circuit parameters. Because no drift 

. 

, resulting in 

region is needed in co-generation, strong rf trapping is 
always present and preserves good gyrophase coherence 
among the beam particles, resulting in better beam quality 

112 

(2) 

where rL is the gyration radius, Rw is the waveguide 
radius, ji1 = 1.841 184 is the firs1 root of the dcrivative of 
Bessel function J I ( X ) ,  and B = ( l - l / ~ * ) - " ~  is the 

L S , [  B I-nA ] ~0.5431, 
Rw A I  I-(n,lp)2 

and higher interaction efficiency. 

* The work was supported by the U. S. Depament of Energy, 
Division of High Energy Physics. 
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normalized total electron’s velocity. Eq. (2). which is in 
good agreement with computer simulation, states that the 
normalized gyration radius must be less than 0.5431 
regardless of the beam’s energy and waveguide radius in 
CARA. 

3 RESULTS OF SIMULATION 

Simulation results are presented here for co-generation 
with parameters given in Table I. For all examples, a 
single-energy injected electron beam with a guiding center 
spread of 10% and an rms axial velocity spread of 0.02% 
is assumed. This velocity s read value is scaled from that 
for the Litton K =1x10 A-V”j2 1 0 0  kV gun now 
in operation in the YaldOmega-P 4th harmonic converter 
experiment. 512 computational particles are taken, with 8 
values of velocity spread, 8 values of phase spread, and 8 
values of guiding center spread. 

TABLE I Parameters in simulation of co-generation. 

2 

Injection gun voltage 300 kV 
Injector gun pcrveance 
Beam current 30 A 

0.18 x 10“A -V”I2 

rms axial velocity spread 0.02% 
Beam guiding center spread 10% 
Waveguide radius 3.3 cm 
Refi-active index ( TEll mode) 0.3605 
Refractive index ( TE2 mode) 0.3522 
rfdrive frequency 2.856GHz 

Output frequency 19.992 GHz 
Guide magnetic field 

define a direct efficiency, given by 

rf drive power 20 MW 

e 2.4 kG 

To measure performance of co-generation, one can 

where PJin) is the mode input power, P b ( i n )  
is the input beam power, and Pn(out) is the 3 2  
output power. Fig. 1 shows the results for a co-generator 
with an optimized detuning of A = -0.02. Detuning, 
defined as A r a / ( o e  y>e& >)+nll -1/e/3, >, 
measures how much the ,magnetic field profile deviates 
from exact resonanance; introduction of detuning reduces 
impairment of beam quality caused by initial velocity 
spread. In this case, at t = 83.8 cm, output power at the 
7th harmonic is seen to be 5.52 MW, at the fundamental 
to be 10.45 MW, and at the 13th harmonic to be 
0.04 MW. Possible competing modes ? 3 3 , 3 ,  ?&32 
and TEsz are seen to bave only a minuscule influence on 
7th harmonic co-generation. Thc direct efficiency is 
5.52/(20+9) = 19.03%. lk faifure of normalized average 
gyration radius e rL/R,,. > to fall below 0.3 indicates that 
particles have lost good phase synchronism with the TEI I 
mode, and thus can not give up more than a limited 
amount of transverse momentum. 

2.5107t , , , ,  , ,  , I , ,  , , I , ,  , 0.6 

2 io7 

8 1 . 5  107 
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0.3 
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Figure 1: Dependence of rfpower P and normalized 
gyration radius e rL/R,,, > on axial distance z. TEll and 
TEn modes always coexist and a detuned resonant 

magneticfield profileis used. ~ Peak.value of.7th harmonic 
power at 20 GHz is 5.52 M W  at z = 83.8 cm. 

To increase efficiency, one can kill the TE11 mode after 
drive power is depleted, using a selective absorber, It is 
found that use of a segmented straight-line magnetic 
profile beyond the power-depleted point can also increase 
7th harmonic power. As shown in Fig. 2, 7th harmonic 
output is seen to rise to 10.20 MW at z = 99 cm. and the 
direct efficiency is increased to 35.17%. Comparing Fig. 
2 with Fig. 1, we find that mode suppression and 
adjustment of magnetic profile has considerably improved 
direct efficiency, but the circuit becomes longer and 
somewhat more complicated. 

2 . 5 1 0 7 t , , , , , , , , , 1 , , , , , , , , , ,  0.6 
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-5 lo6 - 0 
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Figure 2: Dependence of rf power P and normalized 
gyration radius < q / R ,  > on axial distance z. TEll 
mode is killed and segmented straight-line magnetic field 
profile is employed after TEll mode is depleted. 7th 
harmonic 20 GHz power is 10.20 MW at z = 99 cm. 

It is found by simulations that injection of a portion of 
7th harmonic power with proper phase can effectively 
reduce gyrophase spread. Fig. 3 shows results with a 7th 
harmonic injection power of 2.0 MW, but with other 
parameters the same as in Fig. 1. Now it is seen that the 
7th harmonic output at z=86.5 cm is 12.11 MW, 
indicating a net gain of 10.11 MW, as compared with 
5.52 MW output without injection. Fundamental power 
at z = 86.5 cm is 9.27 MW. The significant increase in 
7th harmonic output results from much better particle 
trapping when injection is employed. Now the direct 
efficiency is 12.1 1/(9+2+20) = 39.06%. 
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Figure 3: Dependence of rf power P and normalized 
gyration radius < rL/& > on axial distance z. An 
injection power of 2.0 Mw at 20 GHz is used, with other 
parameters the same as in Fig- I .  7th hannonic power at 
20 GHz is 12.1 1 MW at z = 86.5 cm. 
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Figure 4: Dependence of rf power P and normalized 
gyration radius < r t / R ,  > on axial distance z. An 
injection power of 2.0 MW at 20 GHz is used, with other 
parameters the same as in Fig. 2. 7th harmonic power at 
20 GHz is 15.96 MW at z = 87.5cm. 

Harmonic injection also benefits co-generation for the 
Fig. 2 case where TEll mode is killed beyond its power- 
depleted point. Fig. 4 shows results with a 7th harmonic 
injection power of 2.0 MW, but with other parameters the 
same as in Fig. 2. It is seen that 7th harmonic power 
grows to 15.96 MW at z = 87.5 cm. corresponding to a 
direct efficiency of 51.48%. 

In a configuration requiring a large number of sources, 
such as a high energy electron-positron collider, one could 
interconnect neighboring sources in tandem, so that any 
2.856 GHz output of one source would partially feed the 
next source; in that case the "makeup" power required for 
each source (except for the first one) would be reduced. In 
this case, one can define the output efficiency of a single 
co-generator in the tandem sequence as 

A higher efficiency can be achieved through recovery of 
spent bcam energy if a depressed collector is employed 191. 
Inclusion of beam energy recovery leads to a definition of 
an enhanced efficiency, defined as 

where qnc is the efficiency for recovery of spent 

(5) 

beam 
power, and Pa;un(out) is the beam power at the end of 
the co-generator. For an ideal collector, the recovery 
efficiency is given by vrec = ( y d  - l)/(< y > -I), 
where ymin is the minimum relativistic energy factor in 
the spent beam. Table I1 shows comparison for the four 
configurations of co-generation discussed above. Effects 
of power injection on co-generation can be found by 
comparing the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 cases with the Fig. 3 and 
Fig. 4 cases respectively; effects of beam energy recovery 
on co-generation can be found by comparing the output 

. efficiency qoutput with the enhanceddficiency qabccd. 
TABLE Ik Comparison for four configurations of 7th 

harmonic co-generation at 20 GHz. 
I 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Co-generation is a novel means for efficient gyro- 
harmonic conversion. By injection of harmonic power to 
improve particle trapping and recovery of spent beam 
energy to enhance efficiency, simulations have shown that 
an overall 7th harmonic efficiency of over 90% can be 
achieved for a 16 MW 20 GHz co-generators with a 300 
kV, 30 A electron beam pumped by 20 MW power at 
2.856 GHz. 
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Design and construction is underway for a novel rf electmn accelerator for electron beam dry scrubbing (EBDS) of 
flue gases emanating from fossil-fuel burners. This machine, a cyclotron autoresonance accelerator (CARA), has 
already shown itself capable of converting rf power to electron beam power with effiiency values as high as 96%. This 
pf-of-principle experiment wili utilize a 300 LV, 33 A Pierce type electron gun and up to 24 MW of available rf 
power at 2.856 GHz to produce 1.0 MeV, 33 Mw electron beam pulses. The self-scanning conical beam from the high 
power CARA will be evaluated for EBDS and other possible environmental applications. 

INTRODUCTION 

"be irradiation of industrial flue gases from fossil fuel 
burning plants is one of ,the most active areas in 
environmental applications of radiation processing. "'he 
viability of using electron beam Miation for removal of 
SO2 and NOx from flue gas effluents has been tested at 
demonstration pilot plants in Japan ( 1 4  Indianapolis, 
USA and Karlsrube, Germany (5.6). Details of the 
radiation proasses are beyond the soope of this paper and 
m presented in detail elsewhere (7). The main capital 
investment and Operating expense in Using electron beam 
dryscrubbing(EBDS)aretheefectroaacceleratcKs. Current 
accelerator technology has been shown to be cost 
competitive with non-EBDS technologies only for small 
and medium sized plants and will become viable for large 
scale treatment when accelerator costs are reduced (7). To 
this end the cyclotron autoresonant Bocelerator (CARA) is 
being developed as an effdent, compact, potentially lower 
cost electron source for EBDS and other environmental 
applications. 

the electron beam and the rf power to continuously match 
the Dopplershifted cyclotron resonance condition. 

W(1 - ns,) = WY (1) 

where w is the radian fresuency of the rf, n is the wave 
group velocity and /3, is the axial electron velocity (both 
n o n n a l i  to the velocity of Light), R is the rest electron 
gyrofrequency in a static magnetic field B, and the 
reiativistic energy factor y= ~ + c v / m c ~  with v being the 
effective beam voltage.. A Scbematk re-tation of the 
existing CARA is shown in Fig. 1. 

380 keV CAM 

A 380 keV, 25A CARA bas been operating at the Yale 
Beam Physics Laboratory since 1994 (8). Up to a 100 kV, 
30 A, 2.5 pec beam is produced by a Pierce-type diode 
gun and injected into a smooth wall cylindrical waveguide. 
A fanner SLAC XK-5 klystron operating at 2.856 GHz 
provides up to 20 MW of pulsed rfpower, although for the 
existing CARA less than 10 MW has been used. The rf 
power enten the waveguide through a two port, 90' input 
coupler which launches a "El1 rotating wave. An axial 
magnetic fgld is provided by solenoid mils sunounding the 
cylindrical waveguide and energized by individual, computet 
cmtroXled power supplies. This axial field control allows 

U 

h . ,  . . . . , . I  1 

0 50 aa 
FIGURE 1. Schematic of the existing CARA showing, from 
left, the Pierce gun, pumping port, gate valve, one of two 
waveguide inputs, CARA cylindrical waveguide, rf sample 
point, conical absorber and beam collector. Surroundiag 
CARA arc individually p o w 4  solenoid coils and an iron flux 
cage. 

The measured rf efficiency of CARA is shown in Fig. 2 
over a range of beam and rf power (8). Final beam powers 
up to 9.6 MW (384 kV, 25 A) have been achieved. RF 
efficiency values greater than 90% have been routinely 
achieved with amaxhum value of %% for a high rfpower 
case. RF power losses in the system included reflection at 
the input coupler were measured to be about 396, and skin 
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effect wall losses in the waveguide were calculated to be 
about 0.02%. The low skin loss is due to the use of a 
smooth wall traveling wave structllre as opposed to a cavity 
structure. 
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FIGURE 2. Total besm power (0). efficiency (0). CARA 
injected beam power(+), and initial rf power (X) plotted versus 
total input power. The solid line corresponds to 100% 
efficiency. (8) 

There is a practical limit on how much energy can be 
added to the electron beam which is not evident in Q. 1. 
As the particles gain energy the magnetic field required to 
maintain the resonance in the cylindrical waveguide 
inaeases. As most of the added energy is in perpendicular 
motion this haeasing field will lead to stalling of the 
beam (& + 0 )  due to the magnetic mirror effect. It has 
been shown that this maximum energy is given by (9) 

where yo is the injection energy factor and nf is the 
normalized group velocity at the end of CARA. Equation 2 
assumes that there is enough rf power present to reach the 
swing l i t ;  otherwise the maximum energy is limited by 
rf power depletion. 

1 MeV CARA 

The maximum energy of the existing CARA 
(yo = 1.2, nf = 0.95)acCording to Eq. 2 would be 1.1 MeV 
which wouki satisfy the requirements for EBDS. However9 
the calculation used to derive Q. 2 assumed a cold beam 
(no velocity or energy spread). If one Encudes velocity and 
energy spreads then the maximum energy for stalling part 
of the beam is decreased. For the 1 MeV CAM under 
construction a maximum injection energy of 300 keV was 

; 
chosen for which Eq. 2 gives a maximum f d  energy of 
2.3 MeV and should alleviate any potential partial stalling 
of the beam. 

'r 
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FIGURE 3. Computed magnetic field and rf power profiles. 
Injnjectcd beam is 25 A, 250 keV with zero emittance. Power 
S O U ~ C ~  is 21 Mw at 2.856 GHz. CARA waveguide radius is 4.65 
cm and n=0.75. Power remaining at L-130 cm is 0.29% of 
initial value. 
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FIGURE 4. Computed energy factor y and normalized 
tsanderse and axial electron velocities @L and A. averaged 
over random initial phase. Beam energy and power are seen to 
more than quadruple from 250 keV, 6.25 MW to 1.088 MeV. 
27.2 Mw with 99.7% rf efficiency. 

SimuIatiom were perf'ed using a 250 kev, 25A cold 
injected beam and 21 MW of inddent 2.856 GHz rfpower. 
Figure 3 shows the axial magnetic field p f d e  cumputed to 
maintain resonance. As is seen the maximum magnetic 
field required is 2.1 kG which is readily achieved with 
conventional solenoid magnets. Also shown in Fig. 3 is 
the rfpower depletion. For this cold beam calculation ovec 
99% of the initial rf power is absorbed by the electron 
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beam. The final beam energy in the simulation is 
1.088MeV as seen in Fig. 4. The evolution of the axial 
and perpendicular components of the electron velocity are 
also shown in Fig. 4. 

DISCUSSION 

From the simulations discussed above it is seen that the 
CAFU under construction will be able to generate 1 MeV 
electron beams. A schematic layout of the device is shown 
in Fig. 5. What bas also been demonstrated with the 
existing CARA is that the fmal beam energy range is 
selectable by adjusting the input rf power and magnetic 
field. In practice, the new C A M  will be able to generate 
electron beams in the continuous energy range h m  the 
300 kV injection voltage up to the predicted 1 MeV design 
voltage. 

FIGURE 5. A conceptual sketch of the 1 MeV CARA under 
construction in the Yale Beam Physics Lab showing the 
injector gun, gun pumping port. gate valve, rf input waveguide 
(one of two). CARA module. beam output window and gas target 
cell. 

EBDS and other similar appfications require that the 
beam be brought out into atmosphere. For the p f s f -  
principle experiment the beam will pass through a beam 
window (most l i l y  tantalum or titanium) and into a gas 
target cell which will Contain up to 3 atm of Argon. The 
individual eleatmrs, as they leave the magnetic field region, 
will follow a line at an angle to the axis computed to be 
approximately 22'. As the beam is also rotating, it will 
then describe a cone about the axis and will be self- 
scanning, sweeping a two foot diameter circle five feet from 
the end of the device. 

Although the rf to beam power efficiency is very high for 
CARA, the limiting efficiency for the device is the rf 
source. Current state of the art high power production 
tubes (e.g. SLAC 5045 klystrons, 65 MW, 2.856 GHz) 
have efficiencies on the order of 60%.(10) A 1.3 GHz 
mgnimn with 200 kW average power and 10 MW peak 
power has been designed which is predicted to have an 

representative of the very active high power rf development 
field. Using similar devices to drive a CARA the overall 

For a 1Opec pulse width and 300pps rep rate the 
1 MeV, 33A electron beam represents 100 kW of average 
beam power. To produce this the 300 keV, 33A electron 

efficiency greater than 7W.(ll) These twodevices are only 

deviceefficiencycanbeestimated 

gun requires, assuming 95% modulator efficiency, an 
average power of 30 kW. For the 23 MW of rf power 
needed to accelerate the beam to 1 MeV we assume the 
same pulse width and rep rate and further include the 95% 
CARA efficiency, 60% rf source efficiency and 95% 
modulator efficiency. This give an average power 
requirement of 127 kW for a total power requirement of 
157 kW. If we further include the 10 kW power for the 
magnet system and 5 kW for associated control systems, 
eledronics, etc. tben the overall power requirement becomes 
172 kW and gives an overall efficiency of 58%. 

The relation between beam power, Pb-, and absorbed 
dose, D, is given by (4) 

where a is the fraction of beam power absorbed and & is 
the mass flow rate under irradiation. In SI units D is 
measured in gray with 1 Gy = 1 Jkg = 100 rad. For the 
100 kW example above, a dose of 1.2 kGy could be 
administered to a mass flow rate of 50 kg/s (180 tonne&) 
assuming a= 0.6. For EBDS, if the examples found in 
Ref. 4 are scaled, the 100 kW C A M  could process 
1 - 2 x io4 m3/hr of flue gas effluent containing 1000 ppm 
SQ and 400 ppm NO,. 

CONCLUSIONS 

941 

It has been shown that CARA is effcient at converting rf 
power to beam power. A proofsf principle CARA 
experiment is under CoIlSttllction at the Yale Beam F%ysics 
Lab to demonstrate a 1 MeV, 33 A electron beam onto a 
gas target. Estimates show that the overaU efficiency for a 
CARA system can be in exw of 50%. 
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Cyclotron Au toresonance Acceleration 
with Seventh Harmonic Co-Generation 

J. L. HirsMeld. Changbiao Wang, and A K Gangdy 

Absttod-The TEta mode in a cylindrical waveguide at f n -  
qttency 7w has its gronp velocity wp nearly equal to that of 
the TEl1 mode at frequency w. In consequence, the two modes 
have nearly equal resonant magnetic fields for strong!y coupled 
interactions at electron cycbtron resonance. “his aIlows coherent 
radiation in the T&s mode to be generated at 7w as a gyrating 
ekctxun beam fs cner&ed using the TEh mode at frequency 
w in the same waveguide. It 19 &own analyljcally that the eke- 
tron gymtion radius can approach 0.5431 times the waveguide 
d i n s  daring cyclotron antomname acceleration, for an axis- 
encirchng beam injected with zero transverse momentum. This 
fact allows cledmn acceleration to relativistic energies using the 
TEtl mode to lead to large enough auds-encircling orbit radii 
for strong coupling with the T&2 fields R d t s  of a partide 
simulation study are discussed for a Joo-lrV, 30-A Wte+mittance 
pencil beam injected into a 327-an-radins waveguide, and driven 
with 20 MW of rf power at 2.856 GEL The results show that 
carefd choice of the magnetic fieM pro&, and s u p p d o n  of 
the “&I mode after its power is depleted, can &ow seventh- 
harmonic output to reach 10 h€W at 20 GHz Furthermom, it 
is shown that injection at the input of harmonic power can also 
benefit co-generation, both h d n g  seventh-barmode output 
up to 16 MW and improving spent beam quality. Higher spent 
beam q d t y  is advantageous for efficient beam energy recovery. 

Index Turn-Acceleration, co-generation, cyclotron autoreso- 
nance harmonic, gyrating electmn beam. 

is spec%& by proper choice of converter circuit parameters 
and magnetic field Pr0;tile. 

Analternatveepproachtogydmmmc convdal[2ol. 
whichhas beenduM abgerlerati~exploits the fact that the 

gyraresonant interrsctions in the twomodes requireessentially 

T& mode at rseclPezacy 7w has its group vela5ty vG nearly 
equal to that of tbelE11 mode at fqumcy o. As a result, 

the same magnetic field profile; and ttms W .  d 
drive power to one mode with generaticm dharmoPlic power 
in the othercanaaax in the seE-samestructure.’Ibehanm&c 
index (i.cIs = 7) is selected by the syncbrmous htaactim 
mecbanign itself. instead of through the cimitparametm. 
Because nodriftn&a~ogedbe insertedforco-pmab ‘cn, 
sttang rftrapping isdways present tohelppresewegyrophase 
cahereoce mar@ the beam particles, resulting in better team 
quality and intaactim efficiency than when a drift section 



beam tubes [W, eneqy in the spent electroabeam 
from the co-gmtxatim interaction can be z e c ~ y e r e d  using 
a depressed ~~. lhis can OCCUT effickntly in a CQ 

geeerator, since theenergy spread on thebeam inducedinthe 
acceleration and genexatiai processes c811 be small. Stanfcfd 
Linear Callidex klystrons at 2.856 GBZ with peak power of65 
MW, pulse dutationuf35 ps. and&ciency 0145% [26l may 
be used to driveco-gaxxators to provide bigh power output 

11.424 GHz could serve as drivers for co-geaeratoas yielding 

souses d d  play a role in fumidhg rf drive power for a 

at 2oGHz Recent So-MwklyStrans developed tooperate at 

high POWX atput st 80 GHz E i b  of these high-power 

future €deCm-@m linear Wllider [W. 
This paper presents EJmldatia analysis and results fop 

co-ge3lemtiioa at 20 GHZ using param- c=eqodq ' t o  
plannea -ts. Thus a 30-A, 300-kV electroat beam 
purnped by 20 MW ofrfpawer at 2.856 G& in a traveling- 
wave structure is considered. The papx is argsnized as fol- 
lows. In Section Ii, the basic ppiaciples of cegeneratim are 

siie gyration radius in a cyclotron autopesclaance interaction 
is derived. In Section IIL simulation results f a  cegeneratiai 

inchrding suppressim o f t b e ' i E 1 1  mode beyond its point of 
maximum absoqtia injection of a d level of input har- 
monic pawer. and spent beam energy recovery far dciency 
mhnncPmt.nt. In section N s a m e d ~ ~  are dram 

described. and aaalytic expression f a  tbe ~ W I I  ~CZS- 

me given for V a r i ~  magnetic field and circuit configlvBti(x1s, 

IL BMIC PIUNcrpLEs OF (bch%FIUl'lON 
AND hhXIhNM GYRAllON h D W S  

Cegmration can be rmderstood by examining the cy- 
dotrcul all- cundition that must bemaints;ned to 
keep electrons synchmncn~~ with a rotating wavegui& mode 
t r a v e  along a static magnetic field. The cudition far 
resonmxinthexl modenarthesthgymharmoniccan 
bewrittenas 

+ C k , , f P z  n o  = W Y Q -  n,fflz) (1) 

where w is tbe bive frequeacy; c is the light speed in free 
sPace;yand~. aretheeIec~dativisticarergyfactor 
and mnmahed axial velocity; kz,,f is the axial wave number; 
0, = cBo/m, is the gyration frequency. with e the electron 
charge. m, the dectron rest mass, and Bo the axial magnetic 
field; n,I = kZ&w = [l - ( j~Ic /w&, )3J1 /2  is the refractive 
index or normalized group vdocity vc/c f a  the '& mode. 
with j : ,  the lth zero ob the Bessel functicw derivative J:(z) 
and R, the waveguide radius. For & = 3.3 an. tbe refractive 
indices are nu = 0.3605 and n73 = 0.3522.1 ditference of 
only 23%. Fnrm (1) it is seen that the resanance magnetic 
fiekisfarTE11 andm modes are nearly khtica!. with a 
diffenxcedlessthan13%fforfl, = 0.99.05%ffoe@, =0.5, 
and 03% forfl, = 0.3. Inspedon ofthe wavepi& dispersion 

are also nearly degenerate at frequedes 13.24. and 3oW. 
respectively. with the "E11 mode at frequeq w [201. 

sQ0 m=-  
Y 

MC&eS that the ~ 1 3 , 3 ~ ~ 4 , S ,  -0.6 

r/Rw 

when an electron beam is pumped by drive power in the 
TEll In& all the elecmls rapidiy get phase-trapped and 
accelerared tyldualdy. Attbe s8me time. the beambegins 
t o e m i t c a h e n x t r a d i d o n @ d y i n t o t h e ~  mode. 
although 'iEl3,3,=4,5~ and %,6 h o  have d y  
qual resonant magnetic fields. This is because the larger the 
azimuthal mode index, the more the electric field dishibuticmis 

into those modes decreases with W i n  the mode index, 
fop a beam on an axis- d i t  of limited radius. 
l&mxver*~harmonics  aremore sensitive tobeampbase 
spread 'ihese consideraticxu one to lmticipate stmges 
capling to the 

'Ihe a z i m a  xfelectric fieldis thecompanent Which inter- 
acts &€!ctively with the sth harmonk this field is proporticlnal 
to J:(jifr/&). where r is the radial ~~. Fg. 1 shows 
depMdence ofJ;(&r/& ~ ~ ~ . I E M , % S . S , ~ S , S ,  
and =0,6 modes. At r/& = 0.3. the relative values 

* of J;/J;,, al% respectively. 0.182 0.021, O.o@%* and 
0.oO0048; this shows that anly the m1sp has the potential 

cxmuamd in the areaclose tothe waveguide wall. carpling 

mode than to the higher or&rmodes. 

to T b  with while m 4 , S  and %,6 carmot. 
When the beam's normalized gyration radius is less than 03. 
even TEn cannot &dve!y interact with the beam. A @ex 
gyration d u s  should lead to moQe effective htemctia with 
rffields. Fnan this. one interesting qwsticm misex how large 
can tbe gyratim radius be in the cyclotron all- 
interdon? 

only the I;Ell mode is apprapriate for CARA acceleration 
whea tbe injected on-axis beam has n@giiIe transverse me 
mentum. Assuming that the syPchrmous condition is dways 
satisfied during the accelerdm tbe gyration radius can be 
written drom (1) as 
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bjcuiongunvolI3gc 300kV 
W=tww-- OJ~XIO~A-V-~ 
--. 3oA 
wmeguidcradiu2 330 cm 
RcMvehdcx(TE;, mode) 0.3605 
Reli-activeincicx(~ mock) 03522 
rfdrive~cncy(d-t3lhalm~) 2.856GHz . 
Ifdrivcpowcr 2oMw 
output frlquaq (u scven!h balmonic) 19.992 GHz 
Guidem3goeticficld <2.4Ki s 

Where 

a= f 8= (1- y2 and A = (1+:2)1,2 

(3) 

wilil #A the electroll’s normalized transverse velocity. 
sapposethat.atagivenvahleofaxialcoopdinate,tbe 

ekctrafs emgy y and waxeguide refiscfive index lgroop 
velccity) nil are lmown Taking drL/da = 0 fian (2). we 
obtaintbepo33ible maximum gyl2ltialradius 

Ramax = #l - *l1/3)2]-1’2 

wbereXoisthew~e~d~drivewaveinfreespace. 
l’be waveguide radius is given by 

&I = LgL(l- 4,)‘‘/2 (5) 

with jil = 1.841184. Canbii (4) with (5). we obtain 

rthasbeensh~foranqeCtedbeaIllwithzer0trarl&s 
momfntnm[22Jtbattlnxeisrmaximum acceleration enexgy 
intbecARkthatky<ym,arB<&ax.~y. 
tbemaximumgyrationradi~attbe maximum acceleration 
energy~givenby 

2 = 0.5431 
[ 

CYL - l)(l -n:,) 
YL - Ml - 41) + 1 I 

“’ o 

Where 

w4 
(8) 

with yo tile normalized initial electron’s energy. combining 
(6) with (7). we have 

w - - 5 0.5431 [ (Y&X l)(l 4) 
(Y&x - I)(1 - &) + 1 1 < 0.5431. (9) 

Jzquaticm (9) gives the maximum pcksible gyratial radius 
foaa&ivenbeamenergyandwaveguideradiusatanypoint 
along CARA Rx exan+le. if yo = 1.5871 (300 kV) and 
nil = 0.3505. fKm (7) me &bill ymw = 2.9083 (975 kV) 
andtL&/& = 0.5055.However.(9)&OWSth.ttbebeam'S 
norm&edgyrationradiusmustbelessthanO5431regardless 
oftbebeam’semgyandwavegui&radiusintkCAUA 
illtmc6oll.Rcmtbi3,weseetbatelectconshtbecARA 
inkmctioncannevefhitthewave~dewallbutcanreacha 
largeemughradiustocoupleeffectivelyto&efMdsaFt&e 
TE71 mode. 

m. REWL-IS OF SMULKlTON t?IUDlES 

Ixlthissecti~wewi.npresentsimulation~tsfapaco- 
genera&r where a 30-A. 3WkV (i.e., perveaxxx K = 0.18 x 
10e6 A - V’3/2) ekctron beam is passed tbrmgh a &form 
waveguidewitharadiusd330aaAnrfpoweraf#)MW 
at2.856GHzisusedtopumpth:beamiutheTE;1mode.Imd 
tll’iXVellth-llalmolliic~isgeneratedilltbe~mode. 
Theparticlesimulatiancodeusedwas~btainedbyni~ 
oneu3ed~ytosimulate~cnllccollv& 
[lo]-(17). so as to handle arbitrary initial beam dislhtim, 
multimode competiti~ and piecewise-linear tapered ar fes- 
onallt guide magnetic-field prm. For all iillite- 
beanlexamplesgiveJlbelow,&dingcen~spreaddlo% 
and an initial rms axial velocity spread of 0&2WS are assumed. 
This velocity spread value is htended to approximately mu&d 
that for tb!z Litton K = 0.183 x 10-6A. V-Y2 300-kV. 
3o-Ag1m now undex constructian fm plan& experiments 
Cam*ta!ionsfarthisgun&eatransv~emi#anceof1.73~ 
mm~mra&correspoadingtoanrmsgeumetricvahefarthe 
ratio of lrausverse-to-axial velocity uf 9.8 x 10”. and an rms 
thermal value of 8.0 x 10’ ~.lhqotentiaIdepressicmforti 
tam is 1.16 kV. wmzsponding to BI1eStimatednnsValue 

for the relative axial velocity spread of 0.027%. Simulation 
parametexsusedina!lexamplesaregiveninTableL 
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A. Analysis of Principle of CeGeneration 
blader to better understand the principle aaco-generatioa. 

drst let os look at a example employing a cold beam. iz.. a 
beam without Sxiat vel& spmd and guiding-ter spmd 
~ ~ p o w e t s ~ b ' E 2 , T E n , T E s i ,  dm133 modes 
grow drom noise. &ea by the gyrating beam during d- 
eratiom by the dhkkhhg-ampfitude fundamentat pump field. 
Fig. 2 shows tbe CWO~U~~OII Ofrfpowerfop 'Ell mode at 2.856 
GHz and- mode at 20G& and the variation in imposed 
resonant axial magnetic fie& acoording to (l), where t = 1 
a n d I = l ;  ysndfl I  arereplacedbytheirsveragedvalues. 
A pr- recurrence phenarneaopl is observed. with rf 
pawershatingbackandfarthbetweenthefundamentalandthe 
seventh h a r m d .  To measme pafamance dco-generati% 
first let os define a direct mv&m &cieq, given by 

At z = 87.1 CUI. the SeVenth-hdc po~er has reached 
10.41 MW and the fundamental po~er is 851 MW. c~rre- 
spcdug to a direct m 4 c a  efficiency af 10.41/(20+9) = 
35.90%. 'Ihe sum dthe two powers is only 5.4% less than the 
u).o-Mw fundamental power injected initially. one hnds that 
091 MW goes into "E133 mode at b tibxnth h o n k  
and the rest is lost in the wall. Fig. 3 shows the variations 
m average beam eaergy factor (y) and normalized gyration 
radius (u/&)* BS wd with r t m u / R r ,  calcnlated 
froan (6). The beam eaerg~ rises to 818 kV at t = 35.6 
an. and falls b2bCk to 30253 kV at z = 87.1 an. ?bus 
tb beam is seen t o b e  actedessentially as a catalyst, by 
wtcbanging power with tbe rfmodes up to this point. but 
manning nearly to its oxighd state. At z = 172.9 an. the 
fundameatat rfpower level has risen to 15.7 MW, and d y  
3 2  MW resides in the seventh harmoak: again the beam 
eaergy is back to 3OO.13 kV. In the caurse ofthis one full 

between 12 and 22 Ki. The naamalizedgyraticm radius 

0.13 kW. Ihe fact that tbe TE71 mode is the only serious 
~ t i t l x t o t h e ~ d ~ t h e d a i m m a & p ~ y t h a t  
group velocity (rejiactive index) matching is a major factor 

and nm = 0.4483. It should be noted fran Fs 3 that 
(d&) is always less than rLmax/liu,w as predicted by 
(6). Far example. (r&/&) = 0.4876 and (y) = 2.5899 at 
z = 35.6 a. ( ~ L / R  + W) = 0.4741 and (7) = 2.4733 at 
z = 135.3 an, and (rL/& = 0.4964 and (y) = 2.6912 
at z = 216.5 an while. from (a), rLmax/& = 0.4955 
fW y = 2.5899, rLmax/Rr, = 0.4908 fot y = 2.4733, and 
rLmax/ll, = 0.4991 for y = 2.6912. 
To investigate effects ob finite emittance oa cegeneratian. 

simulatim have been carried out for electron beams with 
an initial nns axial veldty spread of O.m% and an initial 
guichg+xnter radius spmd d 10%. An addi t id  feature 
in this orample is that a defming d the axial m p t i c  
field- exactrcumnceis imposedtominimilegrowthof 
beam paramekz spreads fmn thei initial values. The dehmhg 

nmmeace cycle. the magnetic fieki varies q u a s ~ ~ i d a l l y  

V& fram 0.0279 to 0.4741. The taal of SML- 
agd e i g n t h - h d  paWer at z = 87.1 Qll is found to be 

. h Cogeneration. Siace n l ~ g  = 0.3720, whiIe = 0.1351 

. 
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harm& Cegeneratiaa ne direct connrersian ef€icieIEy has 
fallen fKnn 35.90% far a cold beam to 5.52/(20 + 9) = 
19.03%. A fuaher significant factor here is seen to be the 
failure d normalized gyration &us (rL/&) to fall below 
03, while it fell essentially to zero f a  thecold beam case. 
This indiwes that particles have lost strid phase synchroay 
mea with tfie TE11 mode, and tbpscannotgiveupmore than 
a limited snount d transverse momentum. 

B. Eficiency Enhancement by Mode Suppmdn 
and Acijutment of Guide Magnetic Field 

From Fs 4, we find that the pawer radiated into the 
TEl1 mode rapidy exceeds that into the mode. with 
a maximum d 10.45 MW for l E 1 1  and 552 MW for m2, 
afterthepointz=z- wherethedrivepawerismrnrmlleA or 
used up. when tbeTEll mode recovers powerfrom the beam, 
this reduces tbe beam's gyratiOndiu& and the TI572 mode 
does not amtime growing. Can the seventh-harmd output 
&c- be b ~ e d  by suppressing (CC "kilbg? the TElr  
mode beyond t = z-? To& this idea we first ran the 
axle for a cold beam using a dehmed resomf magnetic field 
with A = M.0065. Themodifieddratit is d to begin 
at z = 2- = 41 an, so that any mode other than% is 
killed beyad this point. As ShOwninFq. 5. h output power 
at the seventhharmonic is sea torise to 1 7 2 2 W  at t = 150 
cm.- to a dired efficiency of5938%. But when 
finiteemittanceandguidingcentersjueadarepresentcmthe 
injected beam. and if d y  a deamedresonrmt magnetic kld 
profile is chosen, the harmonic powe~ is Aiminiirbed to 4.71 
MW at t = 55.5 an, as Shawn in Fig. 6. lhis corresponds 
to a direct efficieocy o f d y  1624%. lhis Qamatic drop in 
&chcyresultsfrclmalossofphasesyochtanybetween 
electrons and the radiation field, as m e n t i O a e d  above..& toan 
imp- choice ofmagnetic field profile far this warm beam. 
thus limiting the growth ctf harmonic power. The average 
relative gyration radius (rL/&) remains at about 05 beyond 
z = 4 o a a  

. .  . 
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Eg. 6. Same as Fig. S, but far beam with dnite lnltialanittaaa as in Fig. 
4. As in Fig. s, 1 &U&d IMgnetic6eld profiknsoaant with with taelE11 
mode is impose& Powa at 20 GHzriSes only 04.71 MW uz = 55.5 an. 

Dif€emt magnetic p& were tried to imprave tbe in- 
tmctian efficieocy. It was found that use af a segmented 
straight-line r a h x  than a detuned tesolll~t magnetic field 
p r o s l e a f k t =  ~ n ~ ~ ~ W ~ d t k t h e l a b S i n  
~ v e n t h - ~ &  power. This is iflustrated in E& 7. whea 
a two-segomt profile is chosen. the seventh-harmonic output 
is Seen to rise to 1020 MW at z = 99 ~ m ,  and tbe direct 
&ciency is increased to 35.17%. Comparhg Fig. 7 with Fig. 
6 we see that Wchoiceofthe magnetic field profiledts 
in a doubling of seventh-hannonc output power. Cum& 
Fig. 7 with Fig. 4. we also find that mode ntppression and 
adjustment of the magnetic profile has considerably imprinted 
direct efficiency. but the circuit becanes lager and somewhat 
more complicated 
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Fig1 Energy distribution U I  = 838 cm, thecad of the8ev&haru.laaic 
iatersdion. fathe example &own inEg. 4. Simutationcontshu 512 paarcles 

C. Eficiexy Enhancemen! by HonnoniC Power Injectwn 
ExaminatiQl ofconfiguratim and momentum phase space 

for tm electtca beam at th: point where seventh-harmonic 
power reaches its peak vdue (ii. at t = 83.8 an in FG 4) 
shows that a lrnge fractioa uf th= beam particles are unttappd, 
with many particles un&rgohg !age migrations in energy and 
relative phase. llhis is illustrated in Fe. 8 and 9, which show 
tbe eaelgy distriiution fimctiau and instantaneaus particle 

i.e.. tbe end ofthe interaction for the case shown in Fig. 4. 
Fig. 9 allso shows the instantaneous 2-y distn'butim at 2 = 0. 
A considerable migration in phase and eaergy is evident for 
a large fixtiao of the particles. 

Merent finite emittanceof anelectma beam is tbe scmceaf 
initial transverse velocity spnsd, and the spread iS amplified 

coardinates 0f512~att i~k~ in tbe t- y p b  a t t  = 83.8 QI1, 

during the CARA acceleratian. Relative gyrophase apFead 
grows with k m s e  in velocity spread after it a 
rapid compressim during trapping. A mean spread in relative 
phase that is not much d e r  than r /7  is probably saffideat 
to dimhi& sewth-harm& generatim dgdfuxaly. E a 
means to inhibit this spread in relative phase canbe found, oae 
might expect mhanrpmt..nt in seventh-harmcxlic d a l  
efKCiency~energyrecaveryfrenthe spentbeam 
It was f d  in tbe sirnutations that injection at the inpat 

of a podon ofthe seveah-honicpower withproprphase 
can effectively reduce gyrophase spread. Figs. 10-12 show 
results with a seventh-harmonic injection pawer of 20 MW, 
with other parameters the same as in Fig. 4. Now it is sea 

MW. indicating a net gain of 10.11 MW, as ccunpd with 
that the ~eVi.nth-h~~~Gc autput at z = 86.5 ~m is 12.11 

552-MW output without  inject;^^^ FunQmental po~er at 
z = 86.5 ~ l l  is 927 MW. "e significant increaSe seventh- 
harm& output can be understood by reference toFigs. 11 
and 12, where are dep;ctea tk energy distriitim frmction 

nlso Shawn inFig. 12. It is see0 that straager particle trapping 

and 9 witilm injection Now the dixecimvdal e f f i c k q  

Haxmdc injection also benefits Cu-gperatim for tbe case 

Agais fcw2.0 MW 0 6 2 o - G ~  power injected at 2 = 0. results 

md b t a ~ ~ m  2-9 cootdinates ofthe beam particles at 
t = 86.5 On. The X-9 coordinate diS&htiion at t = 0 is 

occurs wltenhjection isempbyed, as c o m p a r e d  withFigs. 8 

is 12.11/(9 + 2 + 20) = 39.06%, a vdue higher than that far 
a cold beam without injectim (see Fig. 2). 

where the TFi11 mode is kiUed b e y d  its first minirmrm. 

are shown En Fm. 13-15. The magnetic-kld profile chosen 
is similar to that in Fig. 7, with a resonant prasle followed 
by two straight-line segments. In FG 13 it is seen'that tlx 

for a netgainaf3.76 MW over the case with noinjectioalme 
direct convexdm &ciency is 15.96/(20 + 2 + 9) = 51.48%. 
'Lhis improvement can also be onderstood as due to impwed 
part& trapping, as shown in Figs. 14 and 15. '"he enegy 
dhibutiazt is shown in Fig. 14. and the h t a n t a n e ~ ~ ~  2 3  

d i s t r i b u t i o n a t z = 0 a n d z = 8 7 . 5 a n a r e s h a w n i n ~  
15. These distriiutions are not as nammv as those shown 
in Fs. 11 and 12, but nev&ltxs do indicate improved 

S e d - h a r m d c  to 1596 MW Bt t = 87.5 a. 

trapping. with d m  improvement in seventh-harmonic 
generatimefficiency. . 

D. Spent-Bern Energy Recovery Using a 
Singk-Sage &pressed Collector 
In a cdguration quiriug a hge  mmber of saurces, 

such as a high-enexgy electton-positron mIIider, one could 
intercaMect*boring solxceS in tandem. so that aly2.85& 
GEIZ output of one scnuce would partially feed the nextsoorce; 
in that case, tbe "makeup" power required for each soulce 
(except fortbe first one) would be reduced. For tbeexamgle 
shown in Fig. 10 it would be 20.0 - 9.27 = 10.73 MW. The 
2.0 MW 062OGHz input power w d d  be derived frcm tbe 
ourput afthe preceding saurce. In this case. one can define 
the output efficiency of a single co-generation in the tandem 
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NOW f a  tb e~amgle s h m  in Fig. 10, find %utput = 
12.11/(10.73 + 2 + 9 )  = 55.73& which iS higher than the 
51.48% found for the example in ]Fig. 13. 

lhe sharper energy distribution found in Fa. 11 suggests 
that a- efficiency can be achieved fop recovery of spent- 
beamewrgy ifadepressedadkta isemp!@ lhis is dcm 
by opexating the beam a m  at a negative voltage* so as to 
retard the spent beam-thusdel iver ing~ totbeallectar 
drcuit. It is probably impradical to incarpOrate into a CQmPitct 
microwave generator a collectar terminal tobe held at a dc 
potential of 300 kV or mare. 'fhedare, the ene%y-recovery 
concept envisioned here is pulsed with the m e m i  beam 
wzept charging a jndse-forming network that d d  feed a 

mergy at lower voltage for recimilation to the gun modulator. 
step-dawnpulsetnmstamer.tberebydeliv&gthe~d 

W 201 0 

1.5 2 2 5  3 
Relativistic energy factory 

where qreC is the efficiency fm recovery of spent beam powet, 
and &,(aut) is the beam power at th end of the CQ- 

generatar. "he quantity q- can be found frm the ratio of 
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Rg. 13. Seventhharmoslic co-gcnera!im with iqjeuion of 20 MW of 

to lS.% MW L = 87.5 an, fa rneC gain of 3.76 MW. as canpared 
to the ea% without illjedon. 
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Fig. 14. Energy dstr2bution M c m  Ut = 87.5 an fatbeclElmplC &own 
in Fig 13. Ccmparisa with Rg. 11 rusgestsmat dntaiubg&rc fimlamental 
dpsuencr lEll mode mrmghartthe &te€auial can hnprwcphase tnpping. 

Table XI shows canparisms for faa configntatians of co- 
generatim at 20 GHZ. Faa tbe FG 4 case with a detuned 
res<m8nt magnetic field. there is no injection harmonic power. 
aql  'E11 and TE72  modes always mexist. For the F5g. 7 
case with a rescmant magnetic fiehi WOIE t = z,i, and a 
segmeakd straight-line magnetic field after that, there is no 
injection either* and the lEll mode is killed after t = z-. 
~Fig.10caseistbesameastbeFig.4case.andtheFig. 13 

cases h e  a harmonic iajeCt;anpowet d2.0 MW at 20 GHz. 
Effects of mode suppssian and magnetic field sajustment on 
efficiencies canbe foundby cumparing theFig. 4case with the 
Fig. 7 case, and by amparhg the Fig. 10 case with the Fg. 
13 case. E€fects of in.tian power at 20 GHz on efficiencies 

case, and by comparing the Fe 7case with the Fig. 13 case. 
l'he 13 case has the maximum dinect &ency 51.48%. 
with 15.96-MW output at 20 GHZ; tbe Fig. 10 case has the 

at 20 GHz. E f f e c t s  of beam recovery on efficiencies 

case is the same as thew 7case, except that the twOf#ml@ 

can be f d  by cormparing the Fig, 4 case with the Fig. 10 

maximum eIlhmC4 eEcielq %5%. with 12.1 1-Mw output 
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Abstract 
A new version of an eighth-harmonic converter is 
analysed, which consists of a q l l - m o d e  cavity and an 
adjacent TGl -mode cylindrical waveguide. Driven by 40 
MW of rf power at 11.424 GHz, a 500 kV, 60.5 A 
Brillouin beam is accelerated in the cavity and generates 
up to 13 h4W of output power at 91.392 GHz. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Gyroharmonic conversion as a process for efficient 
production of high-power radiation has been discussed in a 
number of publications [l-61 and various approaches have 
been proposed. In one approach [I], low frequency rf 
drive power is used to accelerate an electron beam using 
the TEII mode in a cylindrical waveguide by means of 
cyclotron autoresonance acceleration (CARA). "he beam 
then passes through a transition region into a converter 
section, where it can selectively emit coherent radiation at 
a harmonic of the drive frequency. To allow the 
accelerated beam from C A M  to fulfill the synchronous 
and grazing conditions in the converter section, the 
magnetic field in the transition region is tapered up. The 
operating harmonic index is specified by proper choice of 
converter circuit parameters and magnetic field profile. 
One deficiency in this approach is degradation in beam 
quality when the beam passes through the transition 
region where trapping in the strong rf fields is absent. 

Another approach to gyroharmonic conversion is co- 
generation (5.61, which exploits a near-degeneracy for 
cylindrical waveguide, where nearly equal phase and group 
velocities prevail for the mode at frequency a, and 
the TE, mode at frequency 70. As a result, 
gyroresonant interactions in the two modes require 
essentially the same resonant magnetic field profile. Thus 
efficient transfer of rfenergy from the fundamental to the 
seventh-harmonic can occur in the self-same structure. 
The harmonic index is selected by the synchronous 
interaction mechanism itself, instead of through the 
circuit parameters. The near-degeneracy in cylindrical 
waveguide referred to above does not exist for an eighth- 
harmonic ?E-mode interaction. 

A new approach to eighth-gyroharmonic conversion is 
described here. Here the C A M  drive section uses a 
TE, I -mode cavity and the converter section uses a %I 
waveguide where the 3, mode is cutoff and the 
resonance with the eighth-harmonic is maintained by a 
proper choice of waveguide radius. Accordingly, no 

The work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, 
Divisions of High Energy physics and Advanced Energy Projects. 

transition region is required between the CARA section 
and the converter section. A cavity is shorter than a 
waveguide would be for similar beam and rf parameters, 
and does not require a terminating absorbec both features 
help in preserving good beam quality. 

In this paper, we present preliminary simulation results 
for the eighth-harmonic converter. 

2 BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Conditions for sustaining resonance for a beam at the end 
of CARA and the beginning of eighth-harmonic converter 
section are given by 

where the electron gyrofrequency is R = e&/m with c 
the electron charge in magnitude, m the rest mass, and 
B, the axial magnetic field, k, is the axial wavenumber, 

with BJ. and /3, the transverse and axial velocities 
normalized to the vacuum light speed c. The parameters 
with subscript 1 are for the end of CARA and 2 for the 
beginning of converter section. Since the eighth- 
harmonic output section is directly adjacent to the CARA 
cavity, the continuity of magnetic field, particle energies, 
and velocities (that is, RI =02, yl = y2, and BZI =BZ2) 
requires 8k21 = kZ2. From dispersion equations for Elll 
and TEel modes, we obtain 

and the relativistic energy factor is y = (1 - /3: - /3, 2 )- 112 

where R1 and R2 are, respectively, the qll-cavity 
radius and %,-waveguide radius, and j ; l=  1.841 18 and 
jil =9.64742 are the Bessel function mots. It can be 
noted that an equation similar to the above, but for the 
TE, mode at frequency 7a1 could be nearly satisfied 
with RI =R2,  since jb/7=1.84748; this fact is 
responsible for the near-degeneracy mentioned previously 
that can make seventh-harmonic co-generation in the 
CARA waveguide an efficient process. 

Eq. (2) insures that a beam exiting the T&ll-mode 
cavity at frequency a, remains resonant with the ql 
mode at frequency 80. According to selection rules for 
axisymmetric beams [2], ZEI mode at the fundamental is 
the most competitive to the %, mode in the converter 
section. It can be shown that a proper choice of the 
cavity radius Rl insures that the TEll mode at the 
fundamental (or the TI& mode at the seventh harmonic) 
is cutoff. If the fundamental' frequency fl is 1 1.424 GHz 
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1.5 
(A,  = 2.626 cm), and the eighth-harmonic frequency fs 
is 91.392 GHz (A ,  = 0.328 cm). Taking the cavity 
radius R1 = 0.798cm, from Eq. (2) we.have the converter 
section radius R, = 0.522cm. The cutoff wavelengths of 
Ell mode at f, and ql mode at fr are, respectively, 
1.783 cm and 0.340 cm, which means that TEgl is a 
propagating mode while ?"E,, is cutoff. 

1 

8 
o.5 

0 5 10 15 2 0  
(cm) 

3 SUIZ)LATION RESULTS 0 

A preliminary simulation study has been performed for 
this harmonic converter configuration. The design 
parameters are chosen to accommodate as initial 
conditions at the CARA entrance a Brillouin beam. The 
beam radius rb, beam current 1, guide magnetic field Bo, 
and beam energy factor yo are related by f73 

Figure 1: Wall profile for CARA cavity, output 
waveguide and tapered collector, and orbits throughout 
device for 8 sample electrons of 512 taken in simulation, 
including those orbits with extreme excursions. 

r 7112 

For the example that was analyzed, a 500 kV, 60.5 A 
Bdllouin beam with a radius of 0.35 mm is injected along 
the axis of a pll CARA cavity with a radius of 0.798 
cm and a length of 4.95 cm. The cavity resonates at 
11.424 GHz and is driven With a power of 40 Mw, the 
unloaded cavity quality factor Qo is 5000. The ql- 
mode output waveguide has a ra&,us of 0522 cm and a 
length of 3.0 cm, following which a gentle uptaper in 
wall radius accompanies a linear down-taper to zero in 
guide magnetic field, allowing the beam to be collected on 
the wall. The simulation paraxneten are given in Table L 

Table I: Parameters in simulation 
Beamenergy 500 keV 
Beamcurrent 60.5 A 
Beamradius 0.35 mm . 

Input rf power 40 MW 
Drivefrequency 1 1.424 GHz 
Thll cavity radius Rl 0.798 cm 
Cavitylength L 4.95 cm 
Unloaded cavity quality factor 5000 
Loaded cavity quality factor Qb 

TG1 waveguide length 3cm 

Collector length 10 cm 

100 
waveguideradius R, 0.522 cm 

Final collector radius 0.6 an 

Fig. 1 shows the rf structure outline and orbits of 8 
sample particles in the t-z plane, and Fig. 2 shows the 
relativistic energy factors for the particles. In the CARA 
section (from z = O  to 4.95 cm), the electrons are 
accelerated and their energies are increased. In the output 
section including the ql waveguide and collector (fmm 
L = 4.95 to 17.95 cm), the electrons lose energy to TQ1 
mode at the eighth harmonic and then the wall intercepts 
all the electrons, because the axial magnetic field is 
linearly reduced to zero between L = 7.95 and 17-95 cm. 

3.4 
3.2 

3 
2.8 * 2.6 I- I 
3 AI- I 

-L 
0 5 10 I5 26 1.8 

Figure 2 Energy factors for the 8 electrons in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 shows the rf power levels and axial magnetic 
field profile along the full 17.95-cm length of the device. 
With a power of 40 MW at 11.424 GHz, the beam is 
accelerated &itially from 500 keV to 1.15 MeV at the end 
of the cavity; this comsponds to an acctlefation efficiency 
of 98% and an loaded cavity quality factor of 100; the 
magnetic field varies from 6.2 to 12.5 kG. In the output 
section, the eighth-harmonic rf power at 91.392 GHz is 
gradually inmased and then reaches a maximum of 14.9 
MW at z-llcm. Because of wall loss after about 
z = 13cm where no net energy exchange takes place, the 
power is slightly reduced with a final output power of 
13.1 MW. The magnetic field is resonantly decreased 
from 11.6 k0 (zr4.95cm) to 10.3 k 0  (z=7.95cm), 
and then linearly to zero (L = 17.95cm). 

12 

9 6  
8 
mo 

3 

0 
20 

Figure 3 rf power levels in CARA and in output section 
(solid line), and magnetic field profile (dashed he). 
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Peak field strengths and ohmic power loss in the 
structure have been computed as well, and have been found 
to be well below the accepted levels for carefully built 
high power structures at X-band and W-band [8]. Results 
of these computations are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of peak radial rf field 
strength at the walls in CARA and output section on axial 
distance. The maximum eltctric field in the CARA is 
0.326 MWcm and 0.266 MV/cm in the output section, 
well below the accepted breakdown limits for copper with 

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of peak wall loss power 
Pwan and power density e/& on axial distance z for 
the output waveguide. Note that for a duty cycle less than 
lo", the maximum average power density to be 
dissipated at the walls of the output waveguide would be 
less than 30 W/cm*. The cavity must dissipate an average 
power of 800 W at this duty cycle. 

1 -2psec pulses 191. 

n 0 . 4 - 1  I I I I I I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I a E 
- 

"0 5 10 15 20 
(a) 

. Figure 4 Peak radial rf field strength at the walls in 
CARA and in the output waveguide. 

Figure 5: Cumulative peak power (solid line) and power 
density to be dissipated on the walls of the output 
waveguide (dashed line). 

4 REMARKS 

By simulation, we have analyzed an eighth-harmonic 
converter which uses a 7Elll-mode cavity as the drive 
section and a T&,-waveguide as the output section, 
without any required transition region. With an input 
power of 40 MW at 11.424 GHz and a 0.35-mm radius, 
500-kV. 60.5-A Brillouin beam, a net output power of 13 
MW at 91.392 GHz is obtained. As beam current and 
beam radius increase, the efficiency for eighth-harmonic 

conversion falls, although the absolute magnitude of 
output power can increase; likewise, an increase in rf drive 
power level can be tolerated at higher current, thereby also 
making higher output power possible. 

Made competition which is not taken into account in 
the simulation can occur in an overmoded rf structure as 
used in such a harmonic converter. In the CARA cavity, 
co-generation of seventh-harmonic power could arise, 
should it turn out that one of the modes of the 
cavity were to resonate at 79.968 GHz. For a perfect 
cylinder with R, = 0.798 an, L = 4.95 cm , probably the 
most dangerous (i. e., nearest) eigenmode is the T E , ,  
whose eigenfiequency is 80.222 GHz. But if the loaded 
Q for the T E ,  mode is much larger than 
80.222/2(80.222 -79.968) = 158, it should be possible 
to avoid excitation of the seventh harmonic because of 
detuning. Mode competition might also pose a problem 
in the output waveguide, since the TE6, and T41 modes 
are not cutoff at the sixth and seventh harmonics. In the 
extreme, it is possible to operate with a cavity in place of 
the output waveguide, in order to discriminate against 
frequencies other than the design frequency of 91.392 
GHz. In a preliminary simulation for a T&rl-mode 
output cavity, whose ohmic Q for copper cannot be 
higher than about 5000, and for the beam parameters and 
40 MW-11.424 GHz drive level used in Figs. 1-5, a 
power of 12.06 h4W is obtained. But 4.28 MW of this is 
dissipated in waIl losses in the output cavity where 
QL=1774; so the net output is 7.78 MW. These 
considerations suggest that strategies to avoid serious 
mode competition, and to operate insofar as possible 
without undue ohmic wall losses, will probably be the 
major challenges for further investigations. 
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Abstmct 

Theory is developed for the cyclotron autoresonance 
acceleration of electrons in a gently-focused Gaussian laser 
beam and a gently tapered axial magnetic field. Numerical 
simulation shows, for example, acceleration from 50 
MeV to 178 MeV over a distance of 148 cm, using a 10.6 
p n  (2% laser with a minimum spot size of 0.1 cm. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Electron acceleration using intense lasers has engendered 
significant attention within the accelerator research 
community. This interest stems from the enormous 
optical electric field strengths Z& that can be obtained 
with a focused laser, Le. of the order of 
Eo =3X104fiTV/m, where the intensity Z is in 
W/cm2 [I]. Since compact terawatt focused lasers can 
have Z > 10" W/cm2, field strengths of the order of 
teravoltdm are possible. Of course, since this field is 
transversely polarized, it can not give much net 
acceleration to a charged particle directly, so a number of 
indirect means have been devised to achieve net 
acceleration. For example, in the laser wake field 
accelerator [2] an intense laser pulse is used to locally 
polarize a plasma, thus creating a strong longitudinally- 
polarized plasma wake field for acceleration. In another 
example, the vacuum beat-wave accelerator (31, two laser 
pulses of differing frequencies are combined to cfeate a 
slow optical ponderomotive beat wave that can exert a 
strong force for acceleration. 

Originally a microwave interaction, the cyclotron 
autoresonance acceleration (CARA) of a low energy 
electron beam has been studied and demonstrated 
experimentally to operate with efficiencies exceeding 95% 
for transforming microwave energy into directed beam 
energy [4]. For acceleration of a high energy beam, 
however, the magnetic field required in the microwave 
CARA becomes so strong that it is not practical. 

An alternative CARA is laser-driven cyclotron 
autoresonance accelerator (LACAFW) (51. The refractive 
index in LACARA is so close to unity that the upper 
energy limit for acceleration 161 is removed, and for 
acceleration of a high energy electron beam the magnetic 
field required is realizable. Furthermore, the group 
velocity in LACARA exceeds the axial particle velocity, 
so operation with strong pump depletion is possible 
without causing energy spread for the beam. The 
acceleration gradient in LACARA can be as high as 
E,,(v, / vz)-, with v, and vz the particle transverse 

*. The w o c  was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy, 
Divisions of High Energy Physics and Advanced Energy Rejects. 

and axial velocities respectively. 
Recently, by simulation we have studied LAcARA for 

acceleration of electron beams. Here we present the 
theory and preliminary numerical results. 

2 OUTLINE OF LACARA THEORY 
The preliminary analysis presented here is for a traveling 
Gaussian laser beam focused by two spherical mirrors. 
The laser fields in cylindrical coordinates (r, 0,z) for the 
lowest-or$-r mode with circular polarization are [A 

(11 

(3) 

2 2 112 where c is the vacuum light speed, w=wo( l+z  / z R )  
is the spot size, wo is the waist radius (minimum spot 
size), and zR is the Rayleigh distance. The waist radius 
and Rayleigh distance are related by wo = ( A Z ~ / Z ) ~ ' ~ ,  
with A the laser wavelength. The laser phase is 
ry=cut-k+tan-'(q/zR)-kr2/2R, with (u the laser 
angular frequency, k = o/c, and R = z + zf / z  the radius 
of curvature of the ray normals. The axial and radial 
effective refractive indices (group velocities normalized to 
c) are given by 

The non-zero n, means that there is diffraction loss for 
the Gaussian beam. The condition for resonance between 
wave and particles is = ym(l-nJ3z -nr/3,), where 
the non-relativistic gyrofrequency is s3, = e&/m with e 
the electron charge in mag&tude and m the rest mass, the 
relativistic energy factor is y=  (1 -/3: with 

=vJc and /$ =vz/c,  and j3, is the radial velocity 
normalized to c. Usually, the radial dimension of 
electron motion in LACARA is much less than the 
Rayleigh distance. Thus the resonance condition can be 
writtenas A 2 0 = ~ ( l - n & ) ,  with n=l-w;/(2Rz). 

The laser power is related to the electric field amplitude 
by Pt = O . S m ~ ~ / q o ,  with qo = (p,/~,)"* the wave 
impedance of a plane wave in free space. 

0.7803-5573-3/99/$10.00@ 1999 IEEE. 3630 
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t Eqs. (1>(4), together with the relativistic equations of 
motion for the electrons 

d e -(~)=--(E+vxB) 
dt rn 

allow solutions to be found for single-particle orbits. In 
the results of computations to be shown below, iterative 
solutions for the position, velocity and energy of the 
particles are found at each computational stage by 
specifying the change in guide magnetic field value 
necessary to maintain resonance. 

3 SIMULATION RESULTS 

The simulation results presented below are for three 
LACARA examples. The laser power is from a C02 
laser at a wavelength of 10.6 p n  . Example 1 is for a 50 
MeV cold electron beam driven by a laser power of 4 TW. 
The interaction length or &or separation is 148 cm (5 
Rayleigh distances). The simulation parameters are given 
in Table I and the results are shown in Figs. 1-4. In 
Example 2, the interaction length and the mirror radius are 
both 59.28 cm (2 Rayleigh distances), and all the other 
parameters are the same as those in Example 1. The 
result is shown in Fig. 5. Example 3 is for a 0.5 GeV 
cold beam driven by a laser power of 4 PW. Simulation 
parameters are given in Table 11 and the result is shown in 
Fig. 6. In all simulations, 8 computational particles 
initially uniformly distributed over one laser period are 
taken, and all electrons experience the same acceleration 
history. Beam loading is neglected. 

Table I: Parameters in simulation for Example 1 

Input cold beam energy 50 MeV 
Laser power PL 4.0 TW 
waist radius w, 0.1 cm 
Field amplitude . 3 1 .O GV/m 
Rayleigh distance zR 29.64 cm 
Mirror radius 85.95 cm 
Mimr separation 148 cm 

Table II: Parameters in simulation for Example 3 
Input cold beam energy 0.5 GeV 
Laser power PL 4.0 PW 
waist radius w* 0.3 cm 
Fieldamplitude E, 326.5 GVhn 
Rayleigh distance zR 267 cm 
Mirror radius 889 cm 
Mirror separation 1600 cm 

Fig. 1 shows average axial and transverse normalized 
velocities versus axial distance. The maximum <PA > 
is 0.0063; the initial < j3, > is OS99949 (minimum) and 
the final <& > is 0.999984 (maximum), only 0.0035% 
change. From this, it is seen that the velocity ratio 
PA/& is quite small for a high energy beam in the 
LACARA, compared with a low energy beam in the 
microwave CARA [8]. This insures that all the electrons 

have very small transverse displacements, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The laser waist radius is 0.1 cm; so all the orbits 
of the 8 particles are within the minimum spot size. 

Fig. 3 shows normalized axial group velocity and 
average axial electron velocity, plotted as 1-n and 
1- < p, >, versus axial distance. It can be seen that the 
group velocity everywhere exceeds the axial particle 
velocity, allowing for rapid replenishment of laser energy 
that is given to the beam. This fact bodes well for 
achievement of an accelerated beam with low energy 
spread, even with significant beam loading. This allows 
efficient use of laser power without loss of beam quality. 

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of average relativistic 
energy factor and axial magnetic field on axial distance. It 
is seen that the beam energy rises monotonically from 50 
MeV to 178 MeV in a distance of 148 an, corresponding 
to an average acceleration gradient of 86.6 MeV/m. The 
resonance magnetic field required rises from 52 kG to 
about 80 kG near the laser focus, and then falls back to 
about 60 kG. It is the fall in magnetic field that allows 
continuous acceleration without stalling; the fall in field 
can be traced to the fall in (1-n) after the focus. This 
demonstrates that LACARA is not limited to be a 
y-doubler, as in the microwave CARA. 

0 . 0 0 8 ~  4 1.08 

0.000 
0 5 0  I00 150 

2 (cm) 
Figure 1: Average axial and transverse normalized 
velocities for Bxamplc 1 with a 5 z ~  interaction length. 
Initial beam energy is 50 MeV, ZR = 29.64 cm, w, = 
0.10 cm, and Pt = 4.0 TW. 

-0.10 
-0.10 -0.05 0.00 0.05 0.10 

x (cm) 
Figure 2: Projection in x - y  plane of orbits of 8 
computational particles for Example 1. It is seen that the 
maximum transverse excursion is not greater than w0/2.  
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Figure 3: Variation in normalized axial group velocity 
plotted as l - n  (left scale), and normalized average axial 
velocity plotted as 1- < /3, > (right scale), for parameters 
of Example 1. It is seen that n exceeds < p, > 
throughout the interaction. 

Figure 5: Variation in average relativistic energy factor 
< y> and axial magnetic field 4 along LAC- for 
Example 2. Parameters are the same as Example 1, 
except for a ILACARA of length 22, with a mirror radius 
of mature  5928 cm. 
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Figure 4: Variation in average relativistic energy factor 
y>  and axial magnetic field 4 along LACARA, for 

parameters of Example 1. 

Fig. 5 shows the dependence of average relativistic 
energy factor and axial magnetic field on axial distance for 
Example 2. It is seen that the energy rises monotonically 
from 50 MeV to 110 MeV in a distance of 59.28 cm 
(22,). corresponding to an average acceleration gradient 
of 100 MeV/m. The resonance magnetic field required 
rises from !54 kG to about 67 kG near the laser focus, and 
then falls back to about 65 kG. This example shows that 
a shorter interaction region has a larger average 
acceleration gradient, since the laser field is weaker in the 
region far away ftom the focus. 

Fig. 6 shows the dependence of average relativistic 
energy factor and axial magnetic field on axial distance for 
ExampIe 3. It is seen that the energy rises from 0.5 GeV 
to 1.53 GeV in a distance of 16 m ( 6 ~ ) .  uxresponding 
to an average acceleration gradient of 64.4 MeV/m. The 
orbit in this case was seen in the computations to execute 
only about one full gyration over its 16-m length, with a 
maximum displacement from the axis of less than 3.0 
mm. The magnetic field is seen to vary from 6 kG, up to 
24 kG. then down to 13 kG. This example shows that a 
lower magnetic field is required for a higher energy beam, 
as expected, in rough proportion to l/Y. 

- 0  
OO 400 800 1200 1600 

z (m) 
Figure 6 Variation in average relativistic energy factor 
c y >  and axial magnetic field B, along LACARA for 
Example 3. The beam is accelerated from 0.50 GeV to 
153 GeV within a 62, interaction length. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

It is shown by simulation that in a L A W  driven by a 
power of 4 TW at 10.6 pm, a 50 MeV electron beam is 
accelerated to 178 MeV in a distance of 148 cm, 
corresponding to an average acceleration gradient of 87 
MeV/m. The magnetic field varies from 52 kG to 80 kG. 
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Analysis is presented of the gyroresonant acceleration of electrons in a vacuum using a focused laser. 
continuous and qual acceleration is shown for electrons injected at all optical phases over an interaction 
length of tens of centimeters. Beam stalling is avoided as beam energy increases. Acceleration from SO to 178 
MeV is pmiicled for a 4 TW, lO.6-pn laser focused to a waist radius of 1.0 mm; these parameters correspond 
to a planned experiment. A beam stop with an off-axis hole after Bcceleration is shown to create a train of 
optically chopped bunches with 3-fs bunch lengths and a 35-fs period. 

PACS numtter(s): 41.75.l~. 41.75.L~. 96.50.P~ 

Electron acceleration using intense lasers has engendered 
widespmd attention within the accelerator research commu- 
nity, stimulated mainly by the e~lnnous  optical electrical 
field strengths E that can be obtained with a focused laser in 
a vacuum, Le., of the order of E=3X 10'9$~/m, where 
the intensity I is in w/m2 [I]. since compact terawatt- 
focused lasers can have I> l0l8 W/cm2, field strengths of the 
order of TV/m are possible. Of course, since this field is 
transversely polarized, it cannot give much net energy gain 
directly to a charged particle, so a number of indirect means 
have been devised to achieve cumulative acceleration. For 
example, in the laser wake field accelerator [2]1 an intense 
laser pulse is used to create a strong longitudinally polarized 
plasma wake field for acceleration. In the vacuum beat-wave 
accelerator [3J, two laser pulses of different frequencies are 
combiied to create a slow optical pondemmotive beat wave 
that can exert a strong force for acceleration. Electron accel- 
eration to over 100 MeV has been observed in laser wake 
field accelerator experiments, corresponding to an accelera- 
tion gradient of the oder of 30 GeVlm [4]. The energy 
spread of electrons that a~ accelerated in this manner is 
usually not small, since particles are acted upon throughout 
the nonuniform plasma wake. Moreover, the acceleration 
length is limited to a few Rayleigh lengths, usually less than 
a few millimeters for tightly focused optical radiation. These 
facts have led to experiments in which an optically 
prebuncl$ beam is created, so that injected electrons in an 
inverse Cerenkov accelerator might all enjoy nearly the same 
acceleration [5,6]; or by exploitation of an injection mecha- 
nism (laser ionization and pondemmotive acceleration), 
wherein an energetic highly directed bunched beam is born 
within the optical focus [7]. Channeling has been suggested 
as a means to allow acceleration over many Rayleigh lengths 
[8]. Progress in the wide field of laser-based accelerators is 
summarized in a recent review [9]. 

This Brief Report describes a laserdriven acceleration 
mechanism in a vacuum that does not require a prebunched 
beam, nevertheless, all injected electrons can enjoy nearly 
the same acceleration history, regardless of theii initial opti- 
cal phase. A tight laser focus is not required, so the Rayleigh 
length can be tens of centimeters for a 10.6-pm laser wave- 

PRE a 

length, and continuous acceleration over meter-length paths 
is predicted. Furthermore, since the accelerated beam gyrates 
in a transverse plane at the laser frequency, an interposed 
beam stop with a judiciously placed off-axis hole can be 
employed to produce a transmitted beam comprising a train 
of optically chopped bunches with bunch lengths below 1 
pm (3 fs). An example is presented of the acceleration of a 
beam from 50 to 178 MeV using a 4 TW, 10.6-pn wave- 
length laser in a nonuniform magnetic field peaking at 81 
kG, a d linear accelerator and a C02 laser with these param- 
eters to be available for a proposed experiment at 
Bmkhaven National Laboratory [lo]. 

The underlying mechanism, cyclotron autoresonance ac- 
celeration (CARA), has heretofore been studied mainly as a 
microwave interaction, where theory predicts and experi- 
ments show efficiencies exceeding 95% for transforming mi- 
crowave energy into directed beam energy 1111. Phase 
bunchingAut not spatial bunching+xms in CARA, so 
that all injected electrons can be arranged to experience 
nearly the same magnitude of accelerating fields. However, a 
microwave CARA is in practice only a " y doubler," in that 
the relativistic energy factor y= W/mc2 cannot in practice be 
inmasxi much beyond a factor of 2 in a single stage, due to 
stalling of the electron beam in the required uptapered guide 
magnetic field. la this expression, W is the electron rest en- 
ergy mc2 plus kinetic energy. It will be shown below that the 
CARA stalling limit can be Circumvented when a focused 
optical field is used in place of a guided microwave field 
since, in the optical case, the axial magnetic need not neces- 
sarily be continuously uptapered. Another feature of the 
laserdriven CARA, hereafter dubbed LACXRA, is the rela- 
tively low level of magnetic field required for the cyclotn>n 
resonance interaction: for high beam energies, the magnetic 
field scales roughly as l/yh, where A is the optical wave- 
length. As a result, state-of-the-art superconducting solenoid 
magnets are suitable for a 100-MeV demonstration of 
LACARA operating at A = 10.6 p a  

Laser acceleration based on cyclotron resonance was first 
analyzed by Sprangle, Vlahos, and Tang [I21 using fields 
approximating a focused Gaussian. These authors identified 
the need for a nonuniform guide magnetic field to preserve 
gyroresonance, and gave an example with an acceleration 
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of UCARA. The incoming Gauss- 
ian CQ laser beam is focused by the kt3 minor, travels with the 
accelerating electron beam, and is d e 5 4  Out of the beam path by 
the right mirror. Gptions of the beam orbit rn too d l  to be 
seep on the scale of this diagram. 

. 

gradient of 31 MeV/m for a X=10.6-pm, 211 
X 1013 W/cm2 laser. More recently, other authors have ana- 
lyzed accelmtion that is based on cyclotron resonance [13- 
151. However, none of this prior analysis considered accel- 
eration into and beyond a laser focus, and thus failed to show 
that the magnetic field will fall in magnitude after the focus, 
thereby avoiding stalling so that no upper limit to accelera- 
tion is imposed. 

The analysis presented below is for a traveling Gaussian 
laser beam focused by a parabolic m k x ,  as shown in fig. 1. 
The second mirror is solely to direct the spent laser beam 
away from the beam axis. The electron beam is taken to be 
injected and extracted through holes in each mirror. An axi- 
symmetric nonunifm magnetic field is imposed on the sys- 
tem, as provided by a system of surrounding coils not shown 
in the figure. The form of this magnetic field is determined 
self-consistently by requiring that gyroresonance.be main- 
tained along the particle OMS. The electromagnetic fields in 
cylindrical coordinates (r, 6, z) for the bwest-order Gaussian 
mode in such a configuration excited with circular polariza- 
tion are given by [3] 

WO E,=cBe=Eo-exp( -?/w2)cos( 9- e), (1) 
W 

=z+&z.  he cwrdiiates (r,z) on surfaces of constant 
phase, i.e., where d+/dt=O, lead to o=krup,r+krup,r, with 
axial and radial phase velocities up,,=dz/dt and up,, 
=dr/dt.  The effective axial and radial wave numbers, found 
from k,= -a$/az and k,= - a$/&, are 

Laser power P is related to the electric-field amplitude Eo 
by P,=rd*Giw& Some prior analyses [13,14] of 
gyromnant acceleration consider uniform optical fields, 
thereby neglecting both diffraction and axial components. 

The condition to be met for gyromnance between elec- 
trons and the electromagnetic wave is given by the relation 
o - kz0u, - no / y= 0, where u, is the axial component of the 
electron velocity, k8=k,(z,r=0), and where the gyrofre- 
quency on the axis is flo(z)=eBo/m with Bo=B,(z,r=O) 
the axially symmetric static magnetic field. The on-axis field 
can be used in the resonance condition in this case since 
radial excursions are much smaller than both the Rayleigh 
length and the scale length Id In B J 4 - I .  Clearly, resonance 
can be maintained along the orbit for an accelerated electron 
if the magnetic field is tailored in space to track the varia- 
tions in y and u, . An equivalent way to write the resonance 
condition is no= yo(1 -n/3,), where /3,=ur/c and n(z) 
=ck,O/o= 1 - w @ z ~ ( z )  are the normaIii  axial velocity 
and effective index of refraction, respectively. When en- 
sembles of particles with narrow variances are considered, 
the resonance condition can be apprQximated as nolo 
=(y)(l-n(@J), where the angle brackets indicate en- 
semble average values. 

The above field equations, Eqs. (1)-(4) together with the 
relativistic equation of motion for the electrons, 

d e 
- ( y ~ ) = -  dt ;(E+vXB), 

allow solutions to be found for singleparticle o&its. In the 
results of computations, to be shown below, iterative solu- 

are found at each computational stage by specifying the 
change in guide magnetic-field value necessary to maintain 
resonance. This insures that the solutions are internally con- 
sistent 

An example of predicted L A W  pexformance is shown 
in Fig. 2 for an incident 10.6-pm C% laser power of 4 'I", 
an initial electron-beam energy of 50 MeV, a current of 1 A, 
and an initial normalized beam rms emittance of 

' E B ' - c B r x ~ O ~ e x ~ - r 2 / w 2 ) s i n ( ~ - e ) ~  W (2) tions for the position, velocity, and energy of the particla 

2 wo r 
kw w w E,- - Eo- - -exp(- ?/w2) 

X [ sin( 9- 6) + %os( $- 64, (3) 
Z R  

Eo 2 wg r 
B,m - - - - - exp( - A W 2 )  

c k w w w  enx= .I<?- l,<(x2)(x")-(xx')2,=&~~ 

whes the waist radius wo in the focal plane ( z -0 )  and the 
Rayleigh length zR m related by W ~ = ( A ~ R / ~ ) ' ~ ,  with X 
= 2 alk the radiation wavelength. The radius of the radiation 
pattern for z zo  is w ( z ) = ~ ~ [ ~ + ( z / z ~ ) ' ] ~ ~ ,  the phase is 
~zIr,t)';:ot-kkz-t-tan-'(tlzR)-k;L/2R, and the radius of 
the curvature of the rays' normal surfaces is given by R(z)  

[IO]. In the computation, a total of 904 computational par- 
ticles were injected, uniformly distributed in the optical 
phase and transverse phase spaces within emittance ellipses 
having major and minor axes rb and pL with the beam 
radius rb-0.1 mm and p1 -=ma Jm;. The waist 
radius wo was chosen to be 1.0 mm, or approximately 100 
optical wavelengths. This leads to a Rayleigh length ZR 
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FIO. 2. (a) Average normalized transverse velocity (/3J and 
normaked axid velocity, plotted as 1 - ( /3J;  (b) average rdativ- 
istic energy factor (9 and axial magnetic field Bo; (a) and (b) as 
functions of axial coordinate z in LACARA. For this example, the 
initial beam energy is 50 MeV, beam current is 1 A. Rayleigh 
length zr=29.64cm. laser-beam waist wo-I.Omm, interadon 
length 521- 148.2 an, and laser power P~=4 .0Tw.  The accelera- 
tiongradientatz=75cmis 147MeVh 

=29.64 cm. A mirror separatim of 5 z ~ =  148.2 cm was cho- 
sen, with a mirror radius of 85.95 cm. Figure 2(a) shows the 
computed mean axial and transverse n o d i  velocities 
1 -(#Iz) and (/3J as functions of distance along the axis, 
showing that the transverse momentum never exceeds 0.63% 
of the axial momenhrm; this insures that the motion remains 
well within the 2-mm-diam optical waist. Furthermore, n 
>/3, throughout the interaction. The electrons execute about 
five gyrations in traversing the 14&m intermirror distance, 
reflecting the strong Doppler down-shifted laser frequency 
experienced by the electrons, due to the small value of 1 
-n(&). Figure 2(b) shows both the mean relativistic energy 
factor (~ and the magnetic-field strength B&) versus axial 
distance. It is seen that the mean beam energy is predicted to 
rise monotonically from 50 to 178 MeV in a distance of 148 
cm, componding to a maximum acceleration gradient at L 
= 75 cm of 147 MeV/m and an average acceleration gradient 
of 86.6 MeV/= The resonance magnetic field requid rises 
from 52 to about 81 kG near the laser focus, and then falls 
back to about 60 kG. It is the fall in magnetic field beyond 
the focus that allows acceleration to continue without stall- 
ing; this fall in magnetic field can be traced to the fall in 
(1 -n)  beyond the focus. This example demonstrates that 
LACARA is not limited to being a y doubler. In fact, indefi- 
nite acceleration beyond the focus is possibldbeit with an 
everdiminiihing acceleration gradient, 

In general, computations for a range of laser power levels, 
waist radii, and acceleration lengths show that energy gain 
increases as laser power increases, but more slowly than lii- 
early; that energy gain falls with increasing initial beam en- 
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FIG. 3. (a) Phase plot for two optical cycles in the x-r plane at 
z=2zp593cm for an ensemble of beam particles with initial 
nOrmalized rms emittance ~,=20mmmrad after acceleration 
from 50 to 110 MeV. Horizontal dashed lines show limits in x of 
the aperture in the beam stop. A similar plot, shifted one quarter- 
cycle in phase, depicts the y-r phase space. (b) Cumnt transmitted 
through the 0.08-mm radius tunnel in a 2 -m beam stop. Incident 
current is 1.0 A. Microbunches in this example have FWHM widths 
of 3 fs, with an interbunch spacing of 35 fs. See text for details. 

erg;  that energy gain is approximately independent of waist 
radius when the overall interaction length is held constant; 
and that the average acceleration gradient increases as waist 
radius decreases, provided the overall acceleration length 
contains a constant number of Rayleigh lengths. For ex- 

and an initial beam energy of 50 MeV, one finds an energy 
gain of 65.6 MeV and an average acceleration gradient of 
123 MeVlm. For PL= l .OTW, with the other parameters un- 
changed, the average acceleration gradient falls to 46.9 
MeV/m. For P ~ = 4 . 0 7 W ,  with the initial beam energy in- 
creased to 80 MeV and other parameters unchanged, the av- 
erage acceleration gradient falls to 42.5 MeVIm. In yet an- 
other example, acceleration from 0.50 to 1.50 GeV is 
predicted for a 4.0-PW, 10.6-p  laser with a waist of 0.30 
cm over a distance of 6 2 p  16m, for an average acceleration 
gradient of 64.4 MeV/m. The magnetic field for this example 
varies from 6 kG up to about 24 kG, then down to 13 kG. 

An accelerated beam emerges from L A W  with elee 
trons on helical orbits. The number of gyrations executed by 
a single electron during the interaction is few, but the gyra- 
tion phases for orbits of successive electrons advance rap- 
idly, Le., at the laser frequency. Thus if a beam stop with an 
off-axis hole is i n t e q ~ ~ ~ I  after acceleration, the transmitted 
beam will be chopped at a frequency equal to the laser f r e  
quency. A phase plot that illustrates this possibility is shown 
in Fig. 3(a). where two cycles of the x--of coordinates are 
plotted for an ensemble of 18 080 electrons after acceleration 
through an interaction length of 2zR49.28 cm, with other 

ample, with PL=~.OT\W, WOe0.60mm, L15zR=53.4cm, 
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parameters the same as in the example shown in Fig. 2, The 
correlation between coordinate and time is evident, so that if 
an aperture l i t s  beam transmission in x, then a temporally 
chopped beam will emerge. Similar considerations apply in 
y. A computed example of such an optically chopped beam is 
shown in Fig. 3(b), which shows the two cycles of beam 
current after transmission through a 0.08-mm radius hole in a 
2-cm-thick tungsten beam stop. In this example, the beam is 
accelerated from 50 to 110 MeV (corresponding to an aver- 
age acceleration gradient of 100 MeV/m) while the reso- 
nance magnetic field varies between 54 and 67 kG. The en- 
trance aperture in the beam stop is centered at x- 
-0.32mm, y=O; the exit is centered at x=-O.U)5mm, y 
= -0.11 mm; so the beam channel is inclined at an angle of 
0.32" with respect to the L axis. These limits of x are shown 
in Fig. 3. As is seen in Fig. 3(b), the peak transmitted current 
is 0.6 A (out of an incident 1.0 A) in a train of 3-fs [full 
width at half maximum (FW€IM)] bunches with a period of 
35 fs, or equivalently 0 . 9 - p  bunches spaced by 10.6 pm 
Such an o p t i d y  chopped beam could find an application as 
an injector for other laser-based accelerators in a harmonic 
generator of optical radiation, in the generation of femtosec- 
ond x-ray pulses, or in studies of excitation and lifetimes in 
electron-induced nuclear reactions. 

This Brief Report has presented computed predictions for 
the acceleration of electrons in a circularly polarized, fo- 
cused CO, Gaussian laser beam, under conditions where gy- 

mresonance is maintained along the electron trajectory. For 
currently achievable CO, laser power levels in the multi-TW 
range, acceleration gradients of over 100 MeVlm and overall 
acceleration in 150 cm of a 50-MeV beam to 178 MeV have 
been shown to be achievable for a mild laser focus with a 
beam waist of 1.0 mm. The parameters selected for the ex- 
amples presented comespond to those soon to be available 
for a proposed experiment [lo]. This laser-based accelerator 
treats all electrons in a bunch nearly identically, providing 
the laser pulse width exceeds the bunch width. The accelera- 
tion occurs in a vacuum, without any proximate material 
medium-except for a mirror to focus the laser. Experience 
with the microwave CARA where high efficiency (>95%) 
for the transfer of rf power to beam power has been observed 
114, suggests that the laserdriven version of LACARA 
could be similarly efficient. It has also been shown that if a 
beam stop with a small slightly inched beam tunnel is in- 
terspersed after acceleration with LACARA, then an opti- 
cally chopped beam can be produced that consists of a train 
of femtosecond bunches spaced by the laser period. This 
simple idea is, to the author's knowledge, the only =ha- 
nism yet proposed for production of a beam fully chopped on 
an optical time scale. 
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Abstract A conceptual design is presented for a W-band RF source that should be suitable for 
testing advanced accelerator structures and related components. The source is an 8&- 
gyroharmonic converter, in which 28 MW of X-band power at 11.424 GHz is used to energize 
and spin up an injected 500 kV, 40 beam in a TElll caviN and in which over 10 MW of W-band 
power at 91.392 GHz is extracted ftom the beam in a T E g l l  output cavity. A mode converter is 
employed to provide a Gaussian output beam. 

INTRODUCTION 

Efforts have been directed at design and fabrication of accelerating structures to 
operate at W-band (91.4 GHz) because of the expectation of achieving an acceleration 
gradient -1 GeV/m, based on empirical scaling [l]. This gradient allows a 5 TeV 
electrodpositron collider to be built within a length of 5 km, not including the final 
focus region. It is this dramatic reduction in size of a fiture multi-TeV collider that has 
provided much of the stimulus for the W-band work. But to test the susceptibility of 
accelerating structures and components at high-power to rf breakdown and fatigue, it is 
apparent that a high-power W-band source will be required. 

No megawatt-level W-band source exists for this task. Some moderate power 
sources at W-band are presently available, and others are under design. Notable are the 
W-band gyro-klystron amplifiers developed at Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) [2] 
and at Institute of Applied Physics in Nizhny Novgorod, Russia [3]. These devices 
currently deliver peak output powers of over 100 kW and over 200 kW, respectively. 
Design of a W-band multi-beam klystron that embodies several 100 kW “klystrinos” is 
also currently underway [4]. Furthermore, a preliminary design has been published for 

1 
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a 7.5 MW, W-band three-cavity second-harmonic gyro-klystron [5]. No other W-band 
amplifier has been designed heretofore with a peak power of more than 10 MW. 

CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

A design for an 8*-hamonic frequency multiplier is described here that is predicted 
to have 40% efficiency for power conversion from 1 1.424 GHz up to 91.392 GHz. A 
conceptual drawing of the heart of the device is shown in Fig. 1. Computations 
described below show a peak output power of 11.3 MW at W-band, for an input of 28 
M W  at X-band. This converter could be driven from an X-band SLAC klystron [6], or 
fiom the Omega-PMRL 60-MW, X-band magnicon [7]. Either driver would allow one 
to obtain a 1-3 psec W-band output pulse with a repetition rate determined by the 
available modulator. The 11.3 MW output power level is not an absolute upper limit, 
but is set in the present design by the beam current (40 A) fiom the available modulator 
at NRL. Features of the tube include: 

Figure 1. Conceptual design of W-band source. 
Not shown are the gun at bottom, and the beam collector at top. 

a. Two WR-90 input waveguides, with an H-plane miter-bend to feed a coupling 
aperture in the bottom face of the TE111 input drive cavity. The second input 
waveguide is disposed at 90" with respect to the first, and is not seen in the drawing. 
Opposite each input waveguide is an aperture in the cavity wall with a tuning section to 
symmetrize fields in the drive cavity. Each waveguide is to carry 14 MW of 11.424 
GHz input power fiom the rf driver, a level well below the waveguide breakdown limit. 
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b. A four-coil room-temperature magnet structure, with three carefully tailored Armco 
rings that help produce the steeply contoured axial magnetic field required for 
achievement of high efficiency in this device. Such a steep contour may be difficult to 
produce with a cryomagnet of the same room-temperature inner bore diameter as this 
coil system (70 mm). The entire magnet structure can be raised up over the top of the 
tube without breaking vacuum, to allow bakeout and other adjustments. The lowest 
coil is to provide the field needed to match the beam emerging fiom the gun anode and 
pole piece as it flows through the long beam tunnel to the input cavity. 
c. An input drive cavity that supports a rotating TElll mode at 11.424 GHz, as fed by 
the two input waveguides phased in timequadratwe. Cavity radius and length are 8.10 
mm and 40.9 mm. The ratio of ohmic-to-beam-loaded quality factors for this cavity is 
136, indicating that the efficiency for imparting rfdrive power to the beam is 99.2%. 
Peak surface rfelectric field in this cavity at rated drive power is 250 kV/cm, far below 
the breakdown limit at 11.4 GHz. A short cut-off section is inserted between the drive 
cavity and the output cavity, with radius 4.6 mm and length 12 mm. 
d. A TEsll mode output cavity, with radius and length 5.07 mm and 14.7 mm, ending 
in a gently up-tapered output waveguide. Output power is 11.3 MW at 91.392 GHz, 
with only 0.85 MW in spurious modes at higher harmonics. Lower harmonic spurious 
modes are suppressed by careful circuit design. Peak swface rf electric field in this 
cavity is 727 kV/cm, safely below the breakdown limit at 91.4 GHz. 
e. A quasi-optical mode converter for producing a Gaussian output wave beam, 
consisting of a helical cut in the output waveguide, a quasi-parabolic mirror, two 
profiled mirrors, and an output window. In addition to producing the low-transmission- 
loss Gaussian beam, the mode converter separates the wave beam fiom the spent 
electron beam, which passes to the collector above. Spurious modes are not focused by 
the mode converter. 

Further detail on each of these elements is given below. 
The modulator that could be used to power the W-band tube is rated at 500 kV, 250 

A, in 1.1 p e c  pulses at a 10 Hz rep rate. This modulator now powers the 11.4 GHz 
magnicon that can furnish rfdrive power for the W-band tube, so that the driver and 
converter will be operated in parallel on the same modulator. Since the magnicon 
requires 210 A to run the tube at rated output and gun voltage, only 40 A will be left 
over for the W-band tube. 

Fig. 2 shows the optimum result found for design of the gun, using the code Super- 
S A M  [8]. The beam is seen to be in nearly ideal laminar flow. Maximum electric 
field on the focus electrode is found to be 195 kV/cm, which is well below the 230- 
420 kV/cm fields that are sustained by SLAC X-band klystron gun focus electrodes 
[7]. Cathode loading of 8 A/cm2 is well within an acceptable range for dispenser 
cathodes. Geometric emittance is below the irreducible thermal emittance value of 67r 
mm-mrad, 500:l electrostatic compression produces a beam with a diameter of 1.1 
mm, and subsequent magnetic area compression of about 5:l in the gradually- 
increasing field of the input cavity gives a beam diameter computed to be about 0.5 
mm. But to provide a margin of safety, simulations of converter performance shown 
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below are for a beam with diameter of 0.8 mm, corresponding to an overall area 
compression of -1 000: 1. 

72 

Figure 2. Optimum umceptual design of electron gun for W-band source. 

The mechanical design for this gun will be very similar to a gun already delivered 
fiom Budker INP for the 34 GHz magnicon now under development by Omega-P, Inc. 
The only significant design difference between the gun for the W-band source and the 
34 GHz gun is the cathode diameter, the corresponding focus electrode changes, and 
small modifications in anode shape. The existing gun is designed for 200 A with a 
cathode diameter of 50 mm, while the new gun will be designed for only 40 A with a 
cathode diameter of 25 mm. The low perveance value of 0.12 x 1 Od A - V3/* for the 
new gun will allow a long focal length into the 11.4 GHz drive cavity, perhaps 
allowing room between the gun and the first iron pole piece for a gate valve. 

Designs were optimized of three linked subsystems of the W-band source, namely 
magnet, drive cavity, output cavity and mode converter. Fig. 1 shows these elements 
together. The highest tolerable 11.4 GHz input power level was found to be 28 MW 
for the available beam current of 40 A; the beam is accelerated in the drive cavity by 
700 keV to produce a 1.2 MeV beam at the entrance of the output cavity. For rf drive 
power above 28 MW, beam energy spread increased and output power decreased. The 
output cavity, with radius of 5.07 mm and length of 14.7 mm, and a tapered output 
waveguide, has a diffraction Q of about 400. Suppression of harmonics below the 
eighth was achieved in the design shown here because the cavity radius is such that 
these are cutoff. To study the device in detail, a self-consistent system of equations 
for the electromagnetic fields and electron motions was applied, using time-tested 
interaction codes. 

Fig. 3 shows the optixnum magnetic field profile, the structure of the two-cavityhp- 
tapered output system, and resulting electron trajectories. The power that emerges 
from the cavity and passes along the following up-taper is shown in Fig. 4; it is seen to 
be about 11.3 MW. Some power (totaling about 0.85 MW) is radiated into other 
harmonics, also shown in Fig. 4. But these harmonics are not expected to be focused 
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into a Gaussian output beam by the output converter optics that are designed for the 
TE81 mode. 

f 

0 .o 
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Figure 3. Electron-wave interaction region, showing (top) magnetic field profile; 
and (bottom) rf structure profile and radii of electron trajectories. 

The magnet system is shown in Fig. 5; it has been designed to provide the required 
magnetic field profile, as shown in full in Fig. 6. The mom-temperature coil system 
consists of tbree axially symmetric solenoids with independent current control. The 
solenoids are to be wound with copper wire of rectangular cross-section, and are to be 
equipped with a two-stage oil-water cooling system. The primary cooling circuit 
(whose coolant is transformer oil) consists of a heat exchanger and a pump. The 
secondary circuit of the heat exchanger is cooled by chilled water. Influence of the 
first coil near the gun, introduced to match the beam into the fields at the input cavity, 
is neglected in studying the electron dynamics in the interaction regions, but its 
influence upon fields in the interaction region should be small. Design parameters for 
the main coils include the following: 

coil#l: j =  2.15A/mm2, 
coil # 2: j = 18.0 A/mm2, 
coil # 3: j = 6.43 A/mm2, 
coolant flow rate (transformer oil): 
water flow rate for oil cooling: 

Z=37A(or306A), P=0.21 kW. 
Z= 306 A, P = 24.9 kW. 
I=109 A (or 306 A), P = 7.2 kW. 

3.6 m3h, 3-4 atm. 
4 m3h, 2 atm. 
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The total power required is seen to be 32.3 kW, but this figure depends on coil 
temperature and thus on oil-cooling water flow rates, and may vary within *lo%. 
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Figure 4. Output power of operating mode and ohmic losses (top); 
and power in parasitic modes (bottom); as functions of distance along the device. 

To convert the -,I 91.4 GHz output mode into a nearly Gaussian wave beam that 
can be transported to a load with negligible loss, a quasi-optical mode converter has 
been designed. This mode converter consists of a special waveguide cut, a quasi- 
parabolic mirror, and two profiled turning mirrors, as shown in Fig. 7. The quasi- 
parabolic mirror transforms the radiation into a paraxial wave beam. The following 
shaped mirrors maximize the Gaussian mode content in the beam. The shaped mirrors 
are shown in Fig. 8. The output str~cture ends with 40 mm diameter window. The 
mode converter is supported within a 70 mm diameter pipe, so it is possible to hoist 
the magnet off the W-source so as to bake out the source or to make other adjustments. 
Fig. 9 shows the intensity and phase variations of the output Gaussian wave beam at 
the output window. 

Collector design is essentially the same as that of a collector already designed and 
built by Omega-P, Inc. for the 34 GHz magnicon [7]. 
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Figure 5. Schematic of the room-temperature magnet system. Shown are the dimensions of the three 
coils, and of the Armm rings and iron yoke structure. This stnrcture, mounted vertically, is designed to 

allow removal from the tube without breaking vacuum. 
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Figure 6. Computed guide magnetic field profile for the structure shown in Fig. 5. 

Figure 7. Quasisptical output structure to convert TEsl mode to Gaussian wave beam. 
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Figure 8. Synthesized mirrors for the quasi-opical mode converter. 
The first mirror (a) is 5Ox77.9x5.46 mm; the second mirror (b) is 4Ox46.7x1.48 mm. 

Figure 9. Intensity (a), and phase (b) patterns at the output window. Gaussian content qa = 99.15%, 
q4,, = 98.56% Gaussianparameters: a,= 8.26 mm, a,.= 7.99 mm, S,= -2.68.103 mm, S,= 4.66.10’ m ~ t ;  

Diffraction losses: = 8%. 

A summary of the main parameters embodied in the 10-MW W-band source design 
is given in Table I. 

For higher applied rfpower, higher beam current is needed, and higher W-band 
output can be obtained. Indeed, the W-band source described above is designed for a 
40 A beam since that is the highest current that can be derived Erom the NRL 
modulator operating in parallel with the 11.4 GHz magnicon. Drive power at 11.4 
GHz of over 50 MW is expected to be available, but no more than 28 MW of this can 
be used because of the current limitation. But there is no fundamental limitation to 
achievement of higher W-band output fiom this type of source. Study of the 
performance of the 8~ gyroharmonic W-band source reveals, for example, that 
operation at 80 A should be possible with only minor modifications of the device. Of 
course, a new gun-similar to that described above-would have to be built with 
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beam voltage 480 kV 
beam current 40 A 
gun perveance 0 . 1 2 ~ 1 0 ~  A-V3n 
cathode diameter 25 mm 
maximum cathode loading 8 A/m2 
beam area compression 1000: 1 
maximum E-field in gun 

rms beam geometrical emittance 
1 1.4 GHz drive power 
91.4 GHz output power 
Output mode purity 
Output beam radii 
power in spurious harmonics* 
peak magnetic field 13.1 kG 
total magnet power 32.3kW 

195 kV/m 

0.5 x mm-mrad 
28 MW 
11.3 MW 
qa = 99.15%, qa,(p = 98.56% 
a,= 8.26 mm, a,= 7.99 mm 
0.85 MW 

rms beam thermal emittance 6~mm-mrad 

Table L Main parameters for proposed IO-MW, W-band source. 
*Spurious modes are not focused by output mode converter. 

larger cathode and with suitably modified focus electrode and anode. Furthermore, 
the output cavity would have to be shortened slightly to reduce the diffiction Q to 
below its present value of 400. The 80 A beam would have a Brillouin diameter of 
about 0.8 mm, and would thus pass the beam tunnel and interact well in the existing 
drive cavity. With twice the present drive power, or 56 MW at 11.4 GHz, it is 
estimated that the W-band output power would be greater than 20 MW. 

SUMMARY 

The 10-MW W-band source described here embodies several attractive features: 
A high-convergence diode electron gun that is similar to one already built for 
Omega-P 34 GHz magnicon is employed, so no significant new gun development 
is needed. 
A high-power beam collector that is similar to one built for the Omega-P 34 GHz 
maguicon is to be employed, so no significant new collector development is 
needed. 
An existing X-band magnicon will serve as the rfdriver. 
Modulator requirements are to be satisfied by adding a second socket to the 
existing NRL modulator that powers the Omega-PMRL X-band magnicon, 
thereby operating both the driver and the harmonic converter in parallel fiom the 
same power supply. 
The required magnetic field is to be provided by room-temperature (non- 
cryogenic) coils. 
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0 The W-band tube design allows removal, without breaking vacuum, of 
surrounding magnet structure for high-temperature bakeout and other external 
adjustments. 

0 W-band output is in the form of a Gaussian wave beam, suitable for low-loss 
transmission to a wide class of loads, such as test accelerator structures and 
associated components. 

0 For an 80 A beam and 56 MW of 11.4 GHz drive power, it is estimated that a W- 
band output of about 20 MW could be obtained h m  this device. 
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Abstract. Simulations are presented that show the possibility of high-gradient, high-efficiency 
cyclotron-resonance acceleration of protons that drift through a cascade of cavities in a uniform 
axial magnetic field. Means to maintain phase synchronism with a pulsed proton beam are 
discussed, with resonance frequencies for successive cavities in the cascade lowered by a fixed 
frequency interval. In an illustrative example, acceleration of a 114 mA (average current) 
beam by nearly 118 MeV is predicted for a cascade of two cavities at 100 MHz and 94 MHz in 
a 6.7 T magnetic field, with an efficiency of over 75% and an average acceleration gradient of 
over 20 MeV/m. Extension of this concept to -12 stages could allow design of an accelerator 
to generate a 1 .O GeV, high-power proton beam. 

INTRODUCTION 

A preliminary design study has been conducted for a novel high current, high 
gradient, high efficiency, multi-stage proton cavity cyclotron accelerator. As will be 
shown below, this concept uses available technology to provide energy gains of over 
50 MeV/stage, at an acceleration gradient exceeding 20 Mvlm in room temperature 
cavities, with currents of over 100 mA and efficiency over 75%. Acceleration is 
provided via cyclotron resonance, so a strong static magnetic field is required. An 
innovation in design is described to minimize the diameters of the cavities and the 
corresponding diameters of the cryornagnets. 

Recent developments in high-intensity proton accelerators, and new applications of 
high-intensity proton beams, have been reviewed by W. T, Weng [l]. It is possible 
that the high-gradient proton accelerator concept described in this paper could lead to 
machines for some of the same applications as existing proton linacs [2], but without 
need for the substantial real estate associated with conventional acceleration gradients 
of only -2 MeV/m. These applications include: injectors into synchrotrons for 
acceleration to multi-TeV energies for fundamental particle physics research; basic 
studies in condensed-matter physics, materials science, chemistry, polymer science, 
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and structural biology, radiography; materials characterization; medical isotope 
production; nondestructive evaluation; tomographic surveillance; burning of 
plutonium, energy amplifier, burning of commercial nuclear waste, and production of 
tritium. Staged cavity cyclotrons might also be used for acceleration of muons, and an 
example of this is given to illustrate. 

A considerable body of material has been published on the design and operation of 
electron accelerators that invoke cyclotron resonance. These include a 400 keV, 12 
MW cyclotron autoresonance accelerator (CARA) [3]; a 1.2 MeV, 35 MW CARA [4]; 
and a 150 MeV laser-driven CAM (LACAM) [5]. CAM is a microwave-driven 
electron accelerator and LACARA is laser-driven. In contrast, the proton accelerator 
described here would be a VHF-band rf machine, operating at frequencies in the range 
40-120 MHz for acceleration up to about 0.5-1.0 GeV. CAM and LACARQ operate 
with non-uniform magnetic fields having spatial profiles designed to preserve 
cyclotron resonance along the acceleration path, while the proton accelerator described 
here employs a uniform magnetic field in which slippage in and out of resonance 
phase occurs in each stage. The magnetic field in the proton accelerator must be 
uniform across all stages, since--as protons drift fiom one stage to the next-an 
increasing field would lead to loss of axial momentum and stalling, while a decreasing 
field would lead to an unmanageable increase in orbit radius. Successive cavity stages 
of the proton accelerator operate at successively-lower rf frequencies, to maintain 
approximate resonance as the proton mass increases: acceleration h m  10 keV to 1 .O 
GeV requires a frequency reduction between the first and last stages of approximately 
a factorsf-two. This diminution in frequency is opposite to the temporally-increasing 
frequency variation typical for synchrotrons [6], where the magnetic field also 
increases. Electron cyclotron accelerators in laboratory tests have be shown to be 
capable of operation with rf-to-beam power efficiencies of over 90% [3]. High 
efficiency is also possible in proton cavity cyclotron accelerators, as will be shown 
below. These superficial comparisons suggest that the accelerator described here is 
qualitatively different from existing proton machines, most notably in its high 
acceleration gradient and high efticiency. However, it must be stressed that results 
shown here are preliminary and are not optimized with respect to any particular 
system parameter. Clearly, additional design computations, and construction and 
operation of a prototype, should be carried out to show that the presently-perceived 
virtues of the concept can be realized in practice. 

Results are presented in this paper of a preliminary computational study to illustrate 
the new concept for proton acceleration. Computations have been carried out for a 
two-stage system that seems to embody much of the relevant physics; extension to a 
large number of stages is straightforward. The rf structure for computations described 
here is shown in Fig. 1, It consists of back-to-back TElll rotating mode room 
tempera- cavities immersed in a strong uniform axial magnetic field. Protons are 
injected at 10 keV directly fiom an ion source. "he cavities are driven with rf power 
at different frequencies, with the resonant frequency of the second cavity lower than 
that of the first. Phase slip of up to 334% occurs in each cavity during acceleration. 
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Figure 1. Sketch of two stages in a multi-stage high-gradient cavity proton accelerator. 
(1) ion source; (2) 100 M H z  cavity; (3) 94 MHZ cavity; (4) solenoid coil. 
(a) and (b) are input feeds for the cavities. A proton orbit is also sketched. 

RESULTS OF COMPUTATION 

For the illustrative example to be presented here, the first cavity is driven with 10 
MW of rfpower at 100 MHz, the second with 7.7 MW at 94 MHz. The unloaded and 
beam-loaded quality factors for the first cavity are Q., = 100,000 and QL = 30,000; 
while for the second cavity they are Q, = 100,000 and QL = 17,000. These values 
imply that 70% of the incident rfpower is absorbed by the proton beam in the first 
cavity, and 83% in the second caviv, the beam power after the second stage is 13.4 
MW. A uniform magnetic field of 67.0 kG threads both cavities. The injected proton 
beam energy is 10 keV, the final proton energy is 114.0 MeV and the proton current is 
117.6 mA. The beam is taken-for purposes of this illustration-to have zero initial 
emittance and zero initial energy spread. Sixteen computational particles to simulate 
the beam are injected at time intervals of 1.25 nsec, corresponding to rfphase intervals 
of rc/4 over two cycles at 100 MHz and to a pulse width of 20 nsec; the injected 
particles have zero initial radial coordinate. The histories of average energy gain and 
axial velocity variation along the first cavity are shown in Fig. 2, for three values of 
axial guide magnetic field Bz = 66.8,67.0, and 67.2 kG. This cavity has a radius of 
110 cm. The energy gain at the end of the cavity (z = 249 cm) is maximum for 67.0 
kG, where the decrease in axial velocity within the cavity is not as severe as for the 
67.2 kG case. Further increase in Bz is found to lead to a reversal of the sign of axial 
velocity, i.e. to particle reflection. This stalling effect is attributable to a 
ponderomotive axial force, which evidently depends on the precise details of the 
proton orbit. For Bz= 67.0 kG, a net energy gain U -Uo = 59.5 MeV ( y = 1.063) is 
found during passage through the cavity, where uand Po are the ensemble average 
final and initial proton energies. The small diminution in particle energy for z > 200 
cm is attributable to excessive phase slip, since the cyclotron frequency of the protons 
has fallen to below 94% of the rf frequency at this stage. The average acceleration 
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gradient in the first cavity is 23.8 MeV/m. With a beam current of 117.6 mA, the 
efficiency of the k t  cavity is 70%. The strong axial acceleration gradient is possible 
since protons make a large number of gyrations, and follow a long path moving nearly 
parallel to the rotating rfelectric field. For this example, the protons execute about 48 
turns in the first cavity, and reach a final gyration radius of about 17 cm. This rapid, 
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Figure 2. Computed variations of mean proton energy, in units of (7) = 1 + u[Mev1/938, and mean 
axial velocity (&) = V&, as functions of axial coordinate z within the first cavity. Examples are for 

I = 1 17.6 mA and for other parameters as described in text, and for three values of B-field. 

efficient cyclotron resonance acceleration of protons in a TE, cavity with a uniform 
magnetic field is reminiscent of similar results reported for electrons by Jory and 
Trivelpiece [7], who showed evidence of acceleration by 100’s of keV. 

Fig. 3 shows the energy gain and axial velocity for two cavities operated in tandem. 
The second cavity, operating at 94 GHz, has a radius of 110 cm and a length of 302 
cm. The relative phase difference between fields in the first and second cavities 
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Figure 3. Energy gain for protons in traversing two cavities. Final proton energy is 114 MeV, beam 
current is 117 mA, average acceleration gradient is 20.7 MeVlm, and rf-to-beam efficiency is 75.6%. 
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(reckoned at the initial time) is set at 0.70~. This phase difference allows gyrating 
protons to enter the second cavity with their velocity vectors aligned nearly parallel to 
the rotating rfelectric field; phase synchronism is discussed in the next section of this 
paper. From Fig. 3, it is seen that the energy gain in the two cavities together reaches 
113.96 MeV (y=1.1215), while the axial velocity remains sensibly constant 
throughout the second cavity. The beam-loaded Q (17,000) and rf drive power (7.7 
MW) were adjusted to accommodate the same current (117.6 mA) as in the first 
cavity, this adjustment required several steps of computational iteration. The protons 
execute about 43 turns in the second cavity, and reach a final gyration radius of about 
22 an. The average acceleration gradient for both cavities is 20.7 MeV/m. Figs. 4 
and 5 show projections in the transverse (x-y) and longitudinal (x-z) planes of the orbit 
of a single proton during the course of its acceleration. 
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Figure 4. Projection in the transverse plane of the orbit of a proton undergoing acceleration, 
as in Fig. 3. 
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Figure 5. Projection in a longitudinal plane of the orbit of a proton undergoing acceleration as in Figs. 
3 and 4. The proton executes 91 turns during acceleration. At z = 550 cm, /3_~//3, J 15. 
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The same principle that is shown in the above example for acceleration of protons 
can also be applied to acceleration of other charged species, namely electrons [7], 
muons, or heavy ions. In view of the current strong interest in muon accelerators [8], 
it may be instructive to provide an example of muon acceleration at cyclotron 
resonance using cavities in a strong uniform magnetic field. Fig. 6 shows an example 
for two cavities in a uniform 67.0 kG B-field, for parameters as follows. 

lScavity: f=850MHZ,P=lOMW, Q,=40,000, Qr=20,000,R= 13cm,L=29cm; 
2" cavitv: f= 700 MHz, P = 4.0 MW, Q, = 40,000, QL =lO,OOO, R = 15 cm, L = 39 cm. 
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Figure 6. Normalized mean energy (7) = 1 + F[MeV1/105.7 and axial velocity (&) for 
muons in the two-cavity cyclotron accelerator described above. 

Acceleration in the first cavity is from 10 keV to 23.24 MeV, and in the second cavity 
to 37.1 MeV. The beam current is 215 mA, maximum orbit radius is 3.8 cm, average 
acceleration gradient is 54.4 MeV/m, and overall efficiency is 57%. These values 
compete favorably with conventional muon linacs. 

PHASE SYNCHRONISM CONSIDERATIONS 

In the cavity cascade concept described here, protons drift from one TE111 cavity to 
the next, but successive cavities must have lower resonance frequencies in order to 
effect cumulative acceleration, since the imposed axial magnetic field is uniform and 
the effective proton mass is increasing. Thus, the issues of phase synchronism and 
stability must be examined carellly. For a single narrow bunch of protons, it is not 
difficult to imagine acceleration through a cascade of cavities, provided the phases for 
fields in each cavity are properly adjusted. Specifically, as the proton bunch arrives at 
each cavity, if the orientation of the electric vector of the rotating TE111 mode is 
parallel to the proton momentum, maximum acceleration is afforded. However, 
uniform acceleration of a train of proton bunches can occur only if the phases of 
disparate frequencies in successive cavities are judiciously sequenced, to insure that 
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all bunches have identical histories as they progress through the cascade. This can be 
arranged if the cavity frequencies decrease in equal increments. For example, suppose 
the kquency decrease between cavities is 5 MHz, and the cavity frequencies are 100, 
95, 90, 85, 80 ... 50 M H z .  Also suppose that the initial phases of the fields in each 
cavity are such as to provide optimized cumulative acceleration to the first proton 
bunch. If successive bunches are injected at time intervals of (5 MHz)-* = 200 nsec, 
then the fields seen by each bunch are identical to those seen by the first bunch. This 
is so since, after each 200 nsec interval, fields in the respective cavities will have 
advanced by precisely 20, 19, 18, 17, 16 ... 10 cycles, and will thus reconstruct the 
sequence seen by the first bunch. Since precise reconstruction only occurs at 200 nsec 
intervals (in this example), protons in a finite width bunch experience slightly different 
acceleration histories, leading to a finite energy spread for the bunch. However, 
careful choice of the median phase difference between successive cavities can 
minimize this spread. Moreover, phase focusing can also occur. In these regards, the 
cavity cascade has features in common with a conventional rflinac. 

Examples of the effects of finite proton bunch width are shown in Fig. 7. Within the 
first cavity, acceleration is independent of the time of injection. But, due to the phase 
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Figure 7. Influence of finite bunch width on beam rms energy spread, for parameters described in text. 
The examples shown correspond to duty factors of 3%, 6%, and 12%. 

dependence of acceleration in the second cavity, energy spread increases with pulse 
width. For this example, parameters for the tint cavity at 100 MHz are as in Figs. 2-5. 
In the second cavity at 94 MHz, parameters are also as in Figs. 2-5, except for small 
variations in QL and final average beam energy. For the 5,10, and 20 mec examples 
these are 13,200, 13,600, and 17,000; and 116.2,116.0, and 114.0 MeV, respectively. 
The relative initial phase difference between fields in the two cavities is 0.701~. For 
the 5 nsec case, the final energy spread is seen to be about 2%. 

Fig. 8 illustrates the influence of relative phase difference upon beam energy spread. 
Here, for a 5 nsec pulse width (3% duty factor), acceleration history and evolution of 
beam rms energy spread are plotted for three values of relative phase shift, namely 
0.65~, 0.70IC, and 0.75~. It is seen that a final rms energy spread of about 0.7% is 
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found for the 0 . 7 5 ~  case, lower by nearly a factor-of-3 than the 0.701~ case. Here, the 
second cavity QL and final average beam energies are 16,500, 13,200, and 11,600; 
and 1 14.2,116.2 and 1 17.3 MeV, respectively. The facts that energy spread decreases 
significantly after z = 500 cm, and that minimum spread accompanies maximum final 
energy, strongly suggest that longitudinal phase focusing is occurring, a phenomenon 
that is sensitive to small changes in relative phase between cavities. 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 

= (cm) 

Figure 8. Acceleration history and evolution of rms energy spread in a twocavity proton accelerator 
for three values of relative initial phase between fields in the two cavities. Note the significant 

diminution in energy spread for case (c) towards the end of the trajectory. 

It is also instructive to illustrate the bunch shape during acceleration. Figs. 4 and 5 
show the orbit for a typical proton, but the instantaneous distribution of charge for a 
finite-length bunch does not lie along this curve, since orbits of successive protons are 
rotated in the x-y plane at the rf fkequency. To illustrate, Figs. 9(a) and 9(b) show the 
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Figure 9. Loci in x-z and y-z for protons in a 5 nsec bunch, at the end of the first cavity. The bunch is 

seen to be a straight line of charge that gyrates as a whole about the cavity axis. 
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x-z and y-z loci for 16 protons injected on axis within a 5 nsec long bunch, at the 
instant (671.5 ~lsec after injection) that the head of the bunch reaches the end of the 
first cavity at z = 249.06 cm. The particles are seen to lie along a nearly straight line 
-4.8 cm long, with a deviation fiom linearity of less than 0.4 mm. These particle loci 
can be contrasted with the trace in x-z for the first particle during its final 4.8 cm of 
travel, which is a half-cycle of oscillation with radius -17 an, as shown in Fig. 5. 
During acceleration, the proton bunch advances in z and rotates about z nearly as a 
straight rigid object. The small deviations fiom linearity arise fiom phase slip 
between proton momenta and the rf electric field, and fiom small energy differences 
during acceleration between the head and tail of the bunch. The near-uniformity of the 
axial charge distribution within such a long bunch should mitigate against longitudinal 
instability. 

CAVITY DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The 100 MHz and 94 MHz TEll1 cavities for the example of the first two stages of 
the proton accelerator discussed above have diameters of 220 cm, yet the maximum 
proton orbit diameters are only 34 and 44 cm. At least in these first stages, most of the 
cavity volume is not traversed by the proton beam, but is permeated with magnetic 
flux lines fiom the surrounding coils. The 67 kG cryomagnet would need a mom- 
temperature bore diametex of perhaps 240 cm (to allow mom for the rf feeds, as 
sketched in Fig. 1); while this is probably within the present state-of-the-art, it would 
be highly desirable if a means were found to reduce this bore diameter. One such 
means to achieve this is to employ thick radial vanes in the cavity that provide 
capacitive loading and thereby reduce the cutoff frequency for the desired dipole 
modes. When four symmetric vanes are used, the structure resembles that for a radio- 
frequency quadrupole, except that it is the two degenerate dipole modes that are of 
interest, rather than the quadrupole modes. To obtain a rotating (“circularly 
polarized’’) field, the two dipole modes must be excited in time-quadrature. A simple 
example of such a structure has been analyzed using the HFSS structure simulation 
code; the structure outline and computed E-field flux lines are shown in Fig. 10. 

For the structure shown, with an outer diameter of 130 cm, a ridge width of 15 cm, 
and a central gap between opposing ridges of 30 cm, the cutoff frequency for the 
dipole mode is found to be 73.7 MHz, while the cutoff frequency for the quadrupole 
mode is 78.97 MHz. Thus a section of structure 222 cm in length would have a dipole 
resonance frequency of 100 MHz, and a quadrupole resonance frequency of 104 MHz. 
Operation with QL of the order of 1,000-10,000 should thus be possible purely in the 
dipole mode, without significant coupling by the beam to the quadrupole mode. This 
idealized example is shown to illustrate the possibility of devising an all-metal 
structure for the cavities that will have an outer diameters significantly smaller than 
for a simple TEIII cylindrical cavity. Clearly, it is required to refine the analysis of 
such structures, including optimizing the shape of the vanes, rounding of sharp corners 
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to reduce surface field strengths, and provision of input coupling for excitation of both 
degenerate dipole modes in time quadrature. 

Figure 10. Example of cross-section of 4-vaned cavity structure for proton cyclotron accelerator. 
Note that only one-half of the structure is show& after cutting along the vertical axis of symmetry. 

Electric field lines shown for the dipole mode are seen to be nearly uniform near the axis. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Preliminary computations indicate that a cavity cascade can be designed and built 
for cyclotron resonance acceleration of an intense proton beam to energies in the range 
of 1 GeV. This new concept is characterized by high acceleration gradient for mom- 
temperature cavities (-20 MV/m), high rf-to-beam efficiency (~75%)~  and high 
average beam currents (-100 mA). A design innovation is introduced to minimize the 
diameters of the cavities, and the diameters of the associated cryomagnets. 
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GYRORESONANANT ACCELERATION OF 
ELECTRONS, MUONS AND PROTONS* 

J. L. Hirshfield** 
Department of Physics, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520 & Omega-P, Inc. New Haven, CT 0651 I 

Abstract. Gyroresonant acceleration of charged particles is explored in light of much that has 
been learned about the interaction of electromagnetic radiation and electron beams during 
decades of development of gyro-amplifiers and gyro-oscillators. Examples are shown for high- 
gradient acceleration of electrons, muons, and protons. 

INTRODUCTION 
Gyroresonant acceleration of charged particles has been reexamined, wherein infrared lasers, 

cm-wavelength microwaves or m-wavelength rf h i s h  the excitation, and where the species considered 
include electrons, muons and protons. Published experiments for electron autoresonance acceleration 
show the production of multi-MW gyrating electron beams, where rf-to-beam efficiencies >go% have 
been found [ 11. In this paper several theoretical examples are given. ( i )  Microwave cavity excitation is 
shown to provide a compact high-power, high efficiency, cyclotron accelerator for a 5 MeV electron 
beam; this configuration is attractive for several industrial applications. (ii) Acceleration is shown over 
all optical phases and over meter-length paths for electrons in the fields of a gently focused TW-level COZ 
laser. It is shown that acceleration gradients of -100 MV/m result. Optical chopping of the beam can 
provide a train of femtosecond bunches. (iii) Multi-cavity rf cyclotron acceleration of protons and muons 
is shown possible, with acceleration gradients of about 20 and 50 MV/m, respectively, or about one order- 
of-magnitude greater than with conventional room-temperature linacs. These studies illustrate how 
lessons learned fiom research on millimeter-wave gyrodevices can be translated into other fields. 

MICROWAVE CAVITY ELECTRON CYCLOTRON ACCELERATOR 
Fig. 1 shows the ensemble-average energy factor (7) and the normalized axial velocity (B,) for 

electron acceleration in a rotating-mode TElll cavity in a uniform magnetic field. Here, a 1 keV, 13.69 A 
injected cold beam is accelerated to 5.26 MeV in a 5.2 kG uniform magnetic field, with 80 MW of pulsed 
rfpower at 2.856 GHz absorbed in the cavity. The cavity radius and length are 5.0 and 6.66 cm, while the 
loaded and unloaded cavity Q s  are 2,000 and 20,000. RF-to-beam efficiency is 90%, so f d  pulsed 
beam power is 72 MW. Peak and average acceleration gradients are 332 and 79 MWm. 

LASER AUTORESONANCE ACCELERATION (LACARA) [2] 
Fig. 2 shows results of computation of electron acceleration by a focused 4-TW COZ laser in 

vacuum in a resonance magnetic field. The electrons execute about five gyrations in traversing the 148- 
cm inter-mirror distance, reflecting a strong Doppler down-shift. It is seen that the mean beam energy is 
predicted to rise monotonically fiom 50 MeV to 178 MeV in 148 cm, corresponding to a maximum 
acceleration gradient of 147 MV/m and an average acceleration gradient of 86.6 W/m. The resonance 
magnetic field required rises fiom 52 to about 81 kG near the laser focus, and then falls back to about 60 
kG. Few, if any, other laser-based schemes enjoy continuous acceleration over m-lengths at -100 MV/m. 

PROTON AND MUON CYCLOTRON RESONANCE CAVITY ACCELERATORS [3] 
A preliminary computational study has been carried out to illustrate a new concept for proton and 

muon acceleration. The rf structure consists of a cascade of back-to-back TEJJJ rotating mode morn 
temperature cavities immersed in a uniform 6.7 T axial magnetic field. For the illustrative 2-cavity proton 
example shown here, the first cavity is driven with 10 MW of rfpower at 100 MHz, the second with 7.7 
MW at 94 MHz. The unloaded and beam-loaded Q’s for the fust cavity are (&, = 100,OOO and QL = 
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30,000; while for the second cavity they are = 100,OOO and QL = 17,000. These values imply that 
70% of the incident rfpower is absorbed by the proton beam in the first cavity, and 83% in the second 
cavity; the beam power after the second stage is 13.4 MW. The injected proton beam energy is 10 keV, 
the final proton energy is 114.0 MeV and the proton current is 117.6 mA. The average acceleration 
gradient in the first cavity is 23.8 MV/m. The rf-to-beam efficiency of this accelerator is 75.7%. 
Extension to -12 cavities should allow proton acceleration to 1 GeV. Numerous applications exist for 
100 MW, 1 GeV proton beams, including accelerator-based transmutation of nuclear waste. 

A similar cavity cascade configuration can be used for acceleration of muons, as shown in Fig. 4, 
for parameters as follows: B, = 6.7 T; f= 850 MHz, P = 10 MW, Q, = 40,000, QL =20,000, R = 13 cm, 
L = 29 cm, for the fht cavity; f =  700 MHZ, P = 4.0 MW, = 40,000, QL =10,0oO, R = 15 cm, L = 39 
cm, for the second cavity. Acceleration in the first cavity is from 10 keV to 23.24 MeV, and in the 
second cavity to 37.1 MeV. The beam current is 2 15 mA, average acceleration gradient is 54.4 W/m, 
and overall efficiency is 57%. These values compete favorably with conventional muon linacs. 
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Fig. 1. Cavity electron acceleration to 5.26 MeV. Fig. 2. Laser el&n acceleration from 50 to 178 MeV. 
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Fig. 3. Proton 2-cavity acceleration to 114 MeV. Fig. 4. Muon 2-cavity acceleration to 37 MeV. 
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